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PARDON 9-30
2ND ADD 1ST NIGHT LD PARDON WASHINGTON 288A XXX HIS LETTER.
FORD HAD BEEN GIVEN UNTIL THE END OF THE DAY MONDAY TO REPLY TO 14
QUESTIONS POSED BY TWO MEMBERS OF CONGRESS ASKING THE BACKGROUND TO
HIS SEPT. 8 UNCONDITIONAL PARDON. THE PARDON FREED NIXON FROM ANY
PROSECUTION FOR CRIMES HE MAY HAVE COMMITTED WHILE PRESIDENT.
THE PARDON ANGERED CONGRESS, AND REPS. BELLA ABZUG, D-N.Y., AND
JOHN CONYERS, D-MICH., INTRODUCED RESOLUTIONS OF INQUIRY DEMANDING AN
EXPLANATION.
HUNGATE SAID IN REPLY TO FORD•s OFFER, "I AM IMPRESSED BY
PRESIDENT FORD•s DESIRE TO SET THE RECORD STRAIGHT PERSONALLY. IT IS
CONSISTENT WITH THE FRANKNESS AND OPENNESS HE DISPLAYED AS A
CONGRESSMAN. I TRUST HIS APPEARANCE WILL MAKE A POSITIVE STEP TOWARD
PUTTING THE FINAL CHAPTER OF THE WATERGATE AFFAIR ON THE PUBLIC
RECORD, SO WE MAY AT LAST CLOSE THIS BOOK."
HUNGATE HAD ASKED FORD IN A LETTER TWO WEEKS AGO TO EXPLAIN THE
REASONS BEHIND HIS PARDON. FORD ANSWERED THAT HE OR HIS COUNSEL HAD
ALREADY ANSWERED THOSE QUESTIONS IN NEWS CONFERENCES, THE TRANSCRIPTS
OF WHICH FORD SENT CONGRESS.
THAT RESPONSE ANGERED THE SUBCOMMITTEE MEMBERS AGAIN AND THEY
DECIDED TO DEMAND AGAIN ANSWERS TO THEIR QUESTIONS AND TO INSIST THAT
FORD SEND HIS COUNSEL, PHILIP BUCHEN, OR SOMEONE EQUALLY
KNOWLEDGEABLE ABOUT THE PARDON DECISION TO TESTIFY BEFORE THE PANEL
TUESDAY.
MORE
UPI 09-30 08:25 PED
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PARDON 9-30
3RD ADD 1ST NIGHT LD PARDON WASHINGTON 288A XXX TUESDAY.
HUNGATE, HEAD OF THE HOUSE JUDICIARY CRIMINAL JUSTICE
SUBCOMMITTEE, GAVE FORD UNTIL LAST THURSDAY EVENING TO RESPOND, BUT
THE WHITE HOUSE REQUESTED AN EXTENSION.
HUNGATE GRANTED A 24-HOUR EXTENSION, BUT FORD BECAME PREOCCUPIED
WITH HIS WIFE•s PENDING OPERATION FOR BREAST CANCER AND SAID HE WOULD
NOT BE ABLE TO MEET THE NEW DEADLINE. HE ASKED FOR A MONDAY EVENING
DEADLINE AND GOT IT.
AMONG THE QUESTIONS FORD WAS REQUESTED TO ANSWER WERE:
-- WHETHER HE HAD ANY KNOWLEDGE OF NIXON'S MENTAL OR PHYSICAL
CONDITION PRIOR TO GRANTING THE PARDON.
-- WHETHER HE KNEW OF CRIMINAL CHARGES THAT MAY HAVE BEEN BROUGHT
AGAINST NIXON.
-- WHETHER HE DISCUSSED IT WITH MEMBERS OF HIS WHITE HOUSE STAFF
AND WITH WHOM AND WHETHER HE DISCUSSED THE PARDON BEFOREHAND WITH THE
ATTORNEY GENERAL OR SPECIAL PROSECUTOR.
HUNGATE SAID WHITE HOUSE OFFICIALS TOLD HIM THEY HAD RESEARCHED
THE PRACTICE OF PRESIDENTIAL APPEARANCES BEFORE CONGRESSIONAL
COMMITTEES AND FOUND THAT ONLY GEORGE WASHINGTON AND ABRAHAM LINCOLN
HAD APPEARED WHILE PRESIDENT. THEODORE ROOSEVELT APPEARED BEFORE A
COMMITTEE AFTER HE LEFT THE PRESIDENCY, THEY SAID.
BY APPEARING WITHIN 10 DAYS, FORD WOULD NULLIFY THE PRIVILEGED
NATURE OF THE ABZUG AND CONYERS RESOLUTIONS OF INQUIRY.
IN THE HOUSE SUCH RESOLUTIONS REQUIRE COMMITTEE ACTION WITHIN
SEVEN LEGISLATIVE DAYS OF THEIR INTRODUCTION. IF THE COMMITTEE
DOESN'T ACT, THE MEMBERS MAY RAISE THE ISSUE ON THE HOUSE FLOOR AND
DEMAND AN IMMEDIATE VOTE.
IF THE HOUSE ADOPTS THE RESOLUTION OF INQUIRY, THE PRESIDENT THEN
WOULD HAVE 10 DAYS TO RESPOND TO THE QUESTIONS. HUNGATE CONCEDED,
HOWEVER, THAT THERE WERE NO PRECEDENTS BEYOND THAT AND THAT HE DID
NOT KNOW IF CONGRESS WOULD HAVE ANY RECOURSE IF THE PRESIDENT FAILED
TO ANSWER.
IT COULD SUBPOENA THE PRESIDENT OR MOVE TO IMPEACH HIM, HUNGATE
SAID.
HUNGATE'XTRIVAL GREEK AND TURKISH CYPRIOT LEADERS AGREED
MONDAY TO THE RETURN TO CYPRUS OF CAPTURED GREEK CYPRIOTS HELD IN
TURKEY AND RESUME THE EXCHANGE OF PRISONERS TAKEN BY BOTH SIDES IN
THE MEDITERRANEAN ISLAND•s SUMMER WAR.
NO DATE WAS ANNOUNCED FOR THE RESUMPTION BUT A UNITED NATIONS
SPOKESMAN SAID IT WOULD BE LATER THIS WEEK.
PRESIDENT GLAFKOS CLERIDES, HEAD OF THE ISLAND'S GREEK COMMUNTITY,
AND VICE PRESIDENT RAUF DENKTASH, THE TURKISH COMMUNITY LEADER,
REACHED THE AGREEMENT AT A THREE-HOUR MEETING IN THE LEORA PALACE
HOTEL ON THE "GREEN LINE" SEPARATING THE CAPITAL•s TWO SECTORS.
THE EXCHANGE OF PRISONERS STOPPED LAST WEDNESDAY AFTER ABOUT 1,600
OF THE 4,000 TO 4,500 CAPTIVES WERE RELEASED IN THREE DAYS.
THE INTERNATIONAL RED CROSS SAID IT STOPPED BECAUSE OF A DISPUTE
OVER GREEK CYPRIOTS HELD IN TURKEY.
A COMMUNIQUE ISSUED AFTER THE MEETING MONDAY SAID THESE CAPTIVES
WOULD BE RETURNED TO CYPRUS.
THE U.N. SPOKESMAN SAID THAT GREEK CYPRIOTS RELEASED BY THE TURKS
COULD RETURN TO THEIR HOMES IN AREAS IN THE NORTHERN PART OF THE
ISLAND STILL OCCUPIED BY THE TURKISH TROOPS WHO INVADED CYPRUS AFTER
THE OVERTHROW OF PRESIDENT ARCHBISHOP MAKARIOS IN JULY BY PRO-GREEK
FORCES.
"IT WAS AGREE THAT, PRACTICAL DIFFICULTIES HAVING BEEN OVERCOME,
THE GENERAL RELEASE OF PRISONERS AND DETAINEES WHICH COMMENCED ON
SEPT. 23 WILL BE RESUMED," THE COMMUNIQUE SAID.
"ARRANGEMENTS ARE IN HAND FOR THE RETURN OF GREEK CYPRIOT
PRISONERS AND DETAINEES FROM TURKEY."
NO DATE FOR A NEW MEETING BETWEEN THE TWO LEADERS WAS SET. THE
COMMUNIQUE SAID THIS WAS AT CLERIDEs• REQUEST. THERE VAS NO
EXPLANATION.
DUPLICATE TO B WIRE POINTS
UPI 09-30 08:44 PED
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WASHINGTON - ADD NIXON TAPES Cl44)
BEFORE THE SUBCOMMITTEE ARE SO-CALLED RESOLUTIONS OF INQUIRY
INTRODUCED BY REPS. BELLA ABZUG, D-N.Y., AND JOHN CONYERS, D-MICH.,
WHICH, IF APPROVED BY THE HOUSE WOULD DEMAND THE ANSWERS WITHIN 10
DAYS.
IN A ''DEAR BILL'' GETTER, DELIVERED TO HUNGATE'S OFFICE SHORTLY
BEFORE 8 P.M., THE PRESIDENT SAID:
''THIS IS TO ADVISE YOU THAT I EXPECT TO APPEAR PERSONALLY TO
RESPOND TO THE QUESTIONS RAISED IN HOUSE RESOLUTIONS 1367 AND 1370.
''IT WOULD BE MY DESIRE TO ARRANGE THIS YEARING BEFORE YOUR
SUBCOMMITTEE AT A MUTUALLY CONVENIENT TIME WITHIN THE NEXT 10
DAYS.''
REP. ABZUG ASKED FOR DETAILS ON WHEN AND WHO FIRST MENTIONED THE
PARDON TO FORD, WHETHER IT WAS HAIG DURING THE WEEK NIXON RESPGNED
AS PRESIDENT AND WHAT PROMISES OR CONDITIONS WERE SET FOR NIXON'S
PARDON.
HER RESOLUTION ALSO ASKS WHETHER FORD CONSULTED WITH ATTY. GEN.
WILLIAM SAXBE, SPECIAL WATERGATE PROSECUTOR LEON JAWORSKI, VICE
PRESIDENT-DESIGNATE NELSON ROCKEFELLER OR ANY OTHER ATTORNEYS OR LAW
PROFESSORS BEFORE DECIDING TO GRANT THE PARDON, AND IF SO, WHAT LEGAL
AUTHORITY THEY CITED.
HER RESOLUTION ASKS WHETHER FORD OR HIS AIDZS ASKED NIXON TO GIVE A
CONFESSION OR STATEMENT OF CRIMINAL GUILT AND WHETHER THE STATEMENT
NIXON DID MAKE WHEN HE RECEIVED THE PARDON WAS CLEARED IN ADVANCE
WITH FORD'S WHITE HOUSE.
FINALLY IT ASKS, ''DID YOU RECEIVE ANY REPORT FROM A PSYCHIATRIST
OR ANY OTHER PHYSICIAN STATING THAT RICHARD NIXON WAS IN ANY OTHER
THAN GOOD HEALTH? IF SO, THEN PLEASE PROVIDE SUCH REPORTS.''
09-30-74 20:21EDT
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PARDON 9-30
INSERT 1ST NIGHT LD PARDON WASHINGTON 288A AFTER 4TH PGH XXX IN HIS
LETTER
"THE PRESIDENT DECIDED THAT THE BEST APPROACH WAS THE DIRECT
APPROACH," SAID WHITE HOUSE PRESS SECRETARY RON NESSEN, WHO ALSO SAID
FORD EXPECTS THE HEARINGS TO BE PUBLIC.
TELEVISING THE HEARINGS WOULD BE UP TO THE SUBCOMMITTEE, NESSEN
SAID.
"THE PARDON POWER IS THE SOLE POWER OF THE PRESIDENT UNDER THE
CONSTITUTION AND SINCE HE KNOWS BEST ALL THE CIRCUMSTANCES
SURROUNDING THE EXERCISE OF THAT POWER, HE FELT HE WAS THE BEST
PERSON TO SUPPLY THE INFORMATION THAT WAS REQUESTED," NESSEN SAID.
"THE PRESIDENT IS PREPARED TO RESPOND TO EACH QUESTION AND POINT
OF INFORMATION IN THE RESOLUTION," SAID NESSEN. "HE UNDERSTANDS THAT
THE HEARING IS LIMITED IN ITS SCOPE TO THE QUESTIONS AND POINTS OF
INFORMATION AS STATED IN THE RESOLUTIONS AND OBVIOUSLY IT IS LIMITED
TO MATTERS WITHIN THE SCOPE OF HIS KNOWLEDGE."
PICKUP 5TH PGH BGNG: FORD HAD BEEN
UPI 09•30 09:30 PED
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THE WliiTE HOUSE
STATEUENT BY THE PRESIDENT
TO BE DELIVERED BEFORE SUBCOMMITTEE ON CRIMINAL JUSTICE,
COf.'Af,UTTEE ON THE JUDICIARY,
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
We meet here today to review the facts and circumstances
that were the basis for my pardon of former President Nixon
on Septemb&r 8, 1974.
I want very much to have those facts and circumstances
known. The American people want to know them. And mel\lbers
of the Congress want to know them. The two Congressional
resolutions of inquiry nQw before this Committee serve those
purposes. That is why I have volunteered to appear before
you this morning, and I welcome and thank you for this opportunity to speak to the questions raised by the resolutions. ·
~lY. appearance at this hearing of your distinquished
Subcommittee of the House Committee on the Judiciary has been
looked upon as an unusual historic event -- one that has no
firm preceden~ in the whole history of Presidential relations
with the Congress. Yet, I ac here not to make history, but
to report on history.

The history you are interested in covers so recent a
period that it is still not well understood. If, with your
assistance, I can make for better understanding of the pardon
of our fol;'Jller President, then we can help to achieve the
purpose I had for gran.ting the pardon when I did.
That purpose was to change our national focus. I wanted
to do all I could to shift our attentions from the pursuit of
a fallen President to the pursuit of the· urgent needs of a
rising nation. Our nation is under the severest of challenges
now to employ its full energies and efforts in the pursuit of
a sound and growing economy at home and a stable and peaceful
world around us.
We would needlessly be diverted from meeting those challenges if we as a people were to remain sharply divided over
whether to indict, bring to trial, and punish a former
President, who already is condemned to suffer long and deeply
in the shame and disgrace brought upon the office he held.
Surely, '"e are not a revengeful people. .~re have often demonstrated a readiness to feel compassion and to act out of mercy.
As a people we have a long record of forgiving even those who
have been our country's rnost destructive foes.
----•
Yet, to forgive is not to forget the lessons of evil in
whatever ways evil has operated a«Jainst us • And certainly
the pardon granted the fo~er President will not cause us to
forget the evils of Watergate-type offense~ or to forqet the
lessons we have learned that a government which deceives its
supporters and treats its opponents as enemies must never,
never be tolerated.
more
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The pardon power entrusted to the President under the
Constitution.of the United States ha~ a long history and
rests on precedents going back centuries before our
Constitution was drafted and adopted. The power has been .
used sometimes as Alexander Hamilton saw its purpose: "In
seasons of insurrection .•• when a well-timed offer of pardon
to the insurgents or rebels may restore the tranquility of
the commonwealth; and which, if suffered to pass unimproved,
it may never be possible afterwards to recal~."~1 Other times
it has· been applied to one person as "an act ~r grace ••. which
exempts the individual, on whom it is bestowed, from the 21
punishment the law inflicts for a crime he has committed."When a pardon is granted, it also represents "the determination of the ultimate authority that the public welfare will •
be bettj'l s.erved by inflicting less than what th~ judgment
.
fixed."
However, the Constitution does not limit the
pardon pow~7 to cases of convicted offenders or even indicted
offenders.- Thus, I am firm in my conviction that as
President I did have the authority to pr·oclaim a pardon for
the former President when I did.
Yet, I can also understand why people are moved to
question my action. Some · may still question my authority,
but I find. much of the disagreement turns on whet)'ler I shoul,d
have acted when I did.. Even then many people have concluded
as I did that the pardon was in the best interests of the
country because it came at a time when it would best serve
the purpose .I · have stated.
·
•·

;

I come to this ' hearing in a spirit of cooperation tq
respond to your inquiries. I do so with the understandipg
that the subjects to be covered are defined and limited by
the questions as they appear in the resolut~ons before you.
But even then we : may not mutually agree o~ what in~ormation
falls within the proper scope of inquiry by the 9ongr~~s.
'
..
I feel a responsibility as you do that eaqh separate
branch of our government must pr·eserve a degree of confidentiality for its internal communications. Congress, for
its part, has seen the wisdom of assuring that members be
permitted to work ·under ·c onditions 6f confidentiality.
Indeed, earlier this year the Urlited States Senate passed
a resolution which reads in part as fol;tows:

* * ..
" ••• no evidence under the control and in the possess.j,on
of the Senate of the United States can·, · by tne mandate .
of· process or: the ordinary courts of ju'stice, be taken
from such control or possessipn, but ~Y its p~rmission."
(S. Res. 338, passed Jtine 12\ ~974)
.
In United States· }'· Nix·o n, 42 q.S.L.W. 5237., 524-4 (u.s.
July 24, 1974}, the Supreme Cburt unanimpusly ~ecognized a rightful sphere of confidential~t{ within the ~.Xec..utive BI'a·nch,
which the Court determined could only be invaded for overriding reasons of the Fifth and ~ixth Amendment~ to the
Consti tuti·on.
1.

2.

3.
4.

The Federalist No. ·74, at 79 (Cent-~a:l Law Journal ed. 1914)
(A.·· Hamilton).
Marshall, ·c. J .• , in t1hited States v. Wilson i 32. u...s. ( 7 P~t.)

150, 160 ( 1833).

.

Biddle v. Perovich, 247 U.S. 480, 486 (1927).
Ex Parte Garland, 4 Wall. 333, 380 (1867); Burdick v.
United States, 236 U.S. 79 (1915).
more
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As :. I . .nave stated l;>efor.e > ~Y own vi.ew..ie,,!tp~t the. right
of Executive Privilege . is to b~ exe:r;pise.d with, c~t.ion ~nd
restraint. When I was a ~e~9~x;-., ~f Congr~s .s,
d:!d -not .h esitate to ,question the ~igpt c;>f t~e Executive a;ra~ch to _claim
a privileg~. against supp~y~rig ~nforination to the C~mgress if
I thollght the claim of privilege Wf'.S be1n,g abu.s ed. Yet, l
did then, and I do now, respect t~~ - r~ght pf _ Executiv~
Privilege when it protec~s advioe ' given to a Pr~s1¢ent in
the expectation that it will pot be . disclosed~ Oth~rw:i,~~'
no President· could ~Y lpnge~ .count on. receiving fre~ an<i
frank views from people design~te~ to help h+m reach his
official decisions.

+

Also·, it is certaioly not my intention or even withip my
authority t.Q detract on this occasion or in any other instance
from the . generally reoogni~ed ~ights of the President to
preserve the confidentiality of internal discussions or communications whenever it is properly within a;ls Constitutional
respons~ility to do so.
These rights are within . the authority
of any President while he is in office, and I believe may be
exercised as well by a past President if, ~he informatio~ sought
pertains to his official· funptions when he ·was ser.v.ing in office.
I bring up these. important pqints QE!fore going into the
"balance of my ·statement,, so there. can· b.e· no doubt that I
re~ain mindful of the right~ of conficlentiality. which a
Presiden~ may and ought to exercise in appropriate situations.
However·, I do not regard my answers as I have p:rep~ed the-m ..
for purposes of tnis :l,.nqutry to be prej'ijdicial to those rights
in the present circumstances or to . constitute a precedent .f or
responding to Congressional inq\liries different in nature or
scope or under different circumstances.
.
.
Accordingly, I shall proceed to explain as fully as I can
in my present answers the facts .and circumstances covered by
the present resolutions of inquiry. I shall start with an
explanation of these events which were the first to occur in
the period covered by the inquiry., before I became President.
Then I will respond to the separate questions as . they are
numbered in · H. Res. 1367 and as they spec:Lfically relate to
the period af.ter I became President.

H. Res. 1367* before this Subcommittee asks for information about certain conversations that may have occu.rred over
a period that includes when I was a Member of Congress or the
Vice President. In that entire period no references or discussions on a possible pardon for then President Nixon occurred
until August 1 and 2-, 1974-.
.: You will recall that since the beginning of the Watergate
invest·igations, I had consistently ma,d~ . statements and speeches
about President Nixon's innocence of, .,ither planning the breaklin or of participating in the cover;.:up. I sincerely believed
he was innocent.
· ···
._.; ·
Even in the closing months be-fore the President resigned,
I made public statements that in ·my opinion .the adverse
revelations so far did not constitute an 1mpeac:t:lable .o ffense.
I was coming under increasing critie·ism for such public state.ments, but I still believed them to be true based on :the £acts
as I knew them.

*

Tab A attached.
more
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In the early·morning of Thursday, Augl.ist 1, 1974, I had
a meeting in my Vice Presidential office, with Alexander M.
Haig, Jr., Chief of Staff for President Nixon. At this
meeting, I was told in a general way about fears arising
because of.additional tape evidence scheduled for delivery
to Judge Sirica on Monday, August 5, 1974. I was told that
there could be evidence which, when disclosed to the Hou.se
of Representatives, would likely tip the vote in r~vor of
impeachment • . However, I was given no indication that this
development would lead to any change in President Nixon's
plans to oppose the impeachment vote.
Then shortly after noon, General Haig requested another ·
appointment as promptly as possible. He came to my office
about - 3 ·: 30 P.M. for a meeting that was to last for approximately three-quarters or an hour. Only then did I learn of
the damaging nature of a conversation on June 23, 1972, in
one of the tapes which was due to go to Judge Sirica the
following Monday.
I describe this meeting because at one point it did in~
elude references to a possible pardon for Mr. Nixon, to which
the third and fourth questions in H. Res. 1367 are directed.
However, nearly the entire meeting covered -other subjects,
all dealin·g with the totally new situation resulting from the
critical evidence on the t~pe of June 23, 1972. General Haig
told me he had been told of the new and damaging evidence by
lawyers on the White House staff who had first-hand knowledge
of what was on the tape. The substance of his conversation
was· that the new disclos~re would be devastating, even catastrophic, insofar as President Nixon was concerned. Based on
what he had learned of the conversation on ·the tape, he wanted
to know whether I was prepared to assume the Presidency within
a very short time, and whether I would be willing to make
recommendations to the President as to what course he should
now follow.
I cannot really express adequately in words how shocked
and stunned I was by this unbeliev.a ble revelation. First,
was the sudden awareness I was likely to become President
under these most troubled circumstances; and secondly, the
realization these new disclosures ran completely counter to
the position I had taken for mon~hs, in that I believed the
President was not guilty of any impeachable offense.
General Haig in his conversation at my office went on to
tell me of discussions in the White House among those who
knew of this new evidence.
General Haig asked for my assessment of the whole situation.
He wanted my thoughts about the timing of a resignation, if
that decision were to be made, and about how ·to do it and
acco~~lish an orderly change of Administration.
We discussed
what scheduling problems there might be and what the early
organizational problems would be.
General Haig outlined for me President Nixon's situation
as he saw it and the different views in the White Houae as to
the courses of action that might be . available, and wh1~~ - w~re
being advanced by various people around him on the White $ouse
starr. As I recall there were different major courses being
considered:
·
(1) Some suggested "riding it out" by letting the impeachment take its course through the House and the Senate trial,
fighting all the way against conviction.
(2) Others were urging resignation sooner or later. I was
told some people backed the first course and other people a resignation but not with the ~arne views as to how and when it should
take place.
~
On the resignation issue, there were put forth a number of
options which General Haig reviewed with me. As I recall his
conver.sation, various possible options being considered included:
more
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( 1) The. Presldent
25.th. AmendJQent •

tempo~arily.

r

step .aside Wlder the

.~

Delaying resign~tfon until
impeacb~nt process.
(2)

furt~r

along the
l·

(3) Trying first to settle for a censure vote as a
means of avoiding either _impe~chm~nt or a nee4 ,to resign.
"

( 4) , The q~estion of whether the Presid-e nt· could

pa.rdcm:rhimself. ·

·

-

,

(51 Par<iQriing various Watergate
himself, fol+owed by resi~~tion~ ·
(6)

de~endants,

then

A pardon to the President, should he resign . .

The rush ,of events placed an urgency on what was to be
done. It' became even more critical in .view of a prolonged
impeachment trial which was expected to last possibly four
months or lon.ge·r.
·
The impact of the Senate triai on the country, the
handling. of pqssible international crises, th~ economic
situat.ion here at home, and the marked slowdown in the
decision-making process within tbe federal government were
all f.~ctors to be considered, and. were discussed.
General .Haig wanted my views on the various cour~es of
action as well as my attitude on the options of resignation.
However, he indicated he was not advocating any of the options.
I inquired as to what was the President's pardon power, and
he answered that it was his un·derstanding from a White House
lawyer tl)at ~ Pr~sident did hav~ the authority to grant a
pardon ev.en before any cr1m;1.nal action had l:>een· taken against
an in9.!vidual, but obv.iously', he was 1n no posltio.n to have
any opin·ion on a matter of. law.
As I saw it, at this point the 'que.sti'on clearlY: before
me was, under ·the circumstances, what course of action should
I recommend that would be in the best interest of the country.
I to.l'd venera.l Haig I .had to have time to think. Further,
that I wanted to talk to James St. · Clair. I als.o said I wanted
to talk to my wife before giving any response. I had consistently and firmly held the view previously that in no way
whatsoeve~ could I recommend either p~bl~cly or privately any
step by the ~resident t~at ~ght cause a change in my· status
as Vice Presid.ent'. As the pers~m who would become Presi~ent
if a vacancy occurred for any reason in that qffice, a Vice
President, I believed, should endeavor not to do or say
anythi.ng which might aff.ect nis President's tenure in office.
Therefore, I cert·ai:p.ly was not ready e_v en under 't hese new
circumstances to make any ·recommendations ·a bout resignation
without havf.~g adequate ti:me, to consider further what ~ .Should
properly do. ·
Shortly· a;t.~er. 8 : 00 o • clock the next morn;1;~g J arne s St. qlair
came to my office. · Altqough he did not spe~:~: - · out in detail ::the
new evidence, there wa~-- no qu.e stion in my ·mind that he considered these revelatiorh( '~o : b~ so damagj:hg tllat, !Inpea.chni~·qt
in the House was a cert~lirity and corivicti'on 1n the :s enate a
high probability. When I asked Mr. St. ·clai!> if :he kriew· o·f any
other new and damaging evidence besides tqat on the June 23,
1972, tape, lle · said "no." When I po1nted ' out' tc). him the
various options mentioned to me by Gener·al Hai~_, he told me
he had not been the source of any opinion ab'o ut Presidential
pardon power.
-

more
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Af'ter f'l:lrthe'r thou'ght. ori t-he matter, I was determined no~
·to make any recommendations to President Nixon on his resignation. I had not given any advice or recommendations in my
conversati·o ns with his aides, b·u t I- also did not want anyone
who might talk to the President to suggest ·that I had some
intention to do so.
For that reason- I decided I should call General Haig
the afternoon of August 2nd. I did.make the call late t~at
afternoon and told him I wanted hlm to understand that I
had no intention of recommending what President Nixon should
do about resigning or not resigning, and that nothing we had,.
talked about the previous afte.r noon should be given any
consideration in whatever decision the President might make.
General Haig told me ·he was in full agreement with this
position. ·
My travel schedul.e called for me to make appearances
in Mississippi and Lou·isiana over Saturday, Sun-day, and
part of' Monday, August 3, 4, and 5. Ih the previ·ous eight
months, I had repeatedly stated my opinion that the
President would not be found guilty of an impeachable
offense. Any change from my stated views, or even refusa~
to comment further, I feared, would lead in the press to
conclusions that I now wanted to see the President resign
to avoid an impeachment vote in the House and probabl~
conviction vote in the Senate. For that reason I remained
firm in my answers to press questions during my trip and
repeated my belief in the Presid·ent 's ipnocenc.e of an
impeachable o·ffense. Not until. I returned to Washington
did I learn that President Nixon was to release the new
evidence late on Monday, August 5, 1974.
At about t;he same time I was notified that .t he President
had called a Cabinet meeting ·ror Tue.s day morning, August 6,
1974. At that meeting in the Cabinet Room, I announced that
I was making no recommendations to the President as to what
he should do in the light of the new evidence. And I made
no recommendations to him either at the meeting or at any
time after that.
In summary4 I assure you that there never was at any
time any agreement whatsoeve~ concerning a pardon to Mr. Nixo~
if he were to resign and I were to become President.
The first question of H. Res. 1367 asks whether I or
my representative had "specific knowledge of any formal
criminal charges pending against Richard M. Nixon." The
answer is: "no."
I , had known, of col,.\rse, that the Grand Jury investigating
the Watergate break-in and cover-up had wanted to name
President Nixon as an unindicted co-conspirator in the coverup. Also, I knew that an extensive report had been prepared
by the Watergate Special Prosecution Force for the Grand Jury
and had been sent to the House Cp~ittee on the Judiciary,
where, I believe, it served the staff and members of the
Committee in the development of its report on the proposed.
artic.les of impeachment. Beyond. what was disclosed in the
publications of the Judiciary Committee on the subject and
additional evidence released by President Nixon on A~us~ 5,
1974, I saw on .or shortly a~ter September 4th a copy of a
memorandum prepa~ed for Special Prosecutor Jawors~i by the
Deputy Special Prosecutor, Henry Ruth.* . Copy of this
_
memorandum had b.een furnished by Mr. J~worski to my Counsel
and was later made public during a press briefing at. the
White House _on September 10, 1974.

*
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I have supplied the Subcommittee with a copy of this
memorandum. The memorandum lists matters still under
investigation which "may prove to have some direct con~
nection .t o activities in which Mr. Nixon is personally
involved." The Watergate cover-up is not included in
this list; and the alleged cover-u~ is mentioned only
as be~ng the supject of a separate memorandum not
furnished,to me. or those matters,which are listed in
the memQztandum, it is s~ated that none or them "at the
moment rises to the le·vel of our ability to prove evan
a probable ~riminal violation by Mr. Nixon."
This is all the information I had which related
even to t ·h e possibility of "formal criminal charges"
involving the former President while he had been in
office.

The second question in the resolution asks whether
Alexander Haig referred to or discussed a pardon with
Richard M. Nixon or his representatives at any -time
during th~ week of August #, . 1974, or any subseqUent
time. My answer tG that . question is.: not to my ·~Jd'lowledge •
If any sucb discuasions did occur, they could not have been
a factor in my decision. to grant the pardon when I did
because · ! was not aware of them.

Questions tbree and four of H. Res. 1367 deal .w ith
the first and all subsequent references to, or discussions
of, a pardon for Richard M. Nixon, with him or any of his
representatives or aides. I have alr.eady described at
length what discussions took place
·August 1 and 2, 197 4,
and how these discussions brought no: recommendations ·o r
commitments whatsoever on my part • These we.re tile 6lfly
discussions related to questions three and four before I
became President, but question .four relates also to subsequent discussions.

on

At no tirne. after I became President on August 9, 1974,
was the subject of a pardon for Richard M. Nixon raised
by the former President or by anyone representing him.
Also, n.o one on 1JJY starr brought up the subject until the
day before my first press conference on August 28, 1974.
At that time, I was advised that questions on the subje·ct
might be raised by media reporters at the press conference.
As the press conference proceeded, the first question
asked involve~ the subject, as did other later questi~~s.
In my answers to these questions, I took a position that,
while I was the·: f,inal authority on this matter, I expected
to make:· no . commitment one way ·or the other depend1n~~.: on
what the Special · Prosecutor and courts would do. ·However,
I also stated that I believed the general view of the
American people was to spare the former President from
a criminal trial.
more
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· Shortly afterwards I became greatly concerned that
if Mr. Nixon's prosecution and trial were prolonged, the
passions generated over a long·period of time would
seriously disrupt the healing of our country from the
wounds of the past. I .could see that the new Adm1nistra~ion
could not be e£fe~tive if it had to operate .in the atmosphere of having a former President under prOsecution and
criminal trial. Each step along the way I was deeply
concerned, would become a public spectacle and the topic
of wide public debate and controversy.
As I have before stated publicly, 't hese concerns led
me to ask from my ..own legal counsel what rrty full right
of pardon was under the Constitution in this situation
and from the Special Prosecutor what criminal actions,
if any, were likely to be t?rought against the former
President, and how long his prosecution and trial would
take.
.
.
As soon as I had been given this information, I
authorized my Counsei, Philip Buchen, to tell Herbert J.
Miller, as attorney for Richard M. Nixon, of my pending
decision to grant a pardon for the former President • cr
was advised that the disclosure was made on September 4,
1974, when Mr. Buchen, accompanied by Henton Becker, . met
with Mr. Miller. Mr. Becker had been asked, with my
concurrence, to take on a temporary special assignment
to assist Mr. Buchen, at a time when no one else of my
selection had yet been appointed to the· legal staff of
the White House.

The fourth question in .t he resolution also asks about
negotiations" with Mr. Nixon or his representatives on
the subject of a ·pardon for the former President. The
pardon under consideration was not, .so far as I was
concerned, a matter of negotiation. I realized that
unless Mr. Nixon actually accepted the pardon I was
preparing. to grant, it probably would not be effective.
So I certainly had no intention ·to proceed without knowing
if it would be accepted. Otherwise, I put no cond·itions
on my granting of a pardon whio~ required any negotiations.
11

Although negotiations had been started earlier and
were conducted through September .6th concerning White
House records of the prior administration, I did not
make any agreement on that subject a condition of the
pardon. The circumstances leading to an initial agreement on Presidential records are not covered by the
Resolutions bet'ore.this Subcommittee. Therefore, I
have mentioned discussions on that subj-ect with Mr. Nixon's
attorney only to show they were related in time to the
pardon discussions but were not a basis for my decision
to grant a pardon to. the former President.
The fith, sixth, and seventh questions of H. Res. 1367
as·k whether I consulted with certain persons before making
my pardon decision.
I did not consult at all with Attorney General Saxbe
on the subject of a pardon for Mr. Nixon. My only conversation on the subject with Vice Presidential nominee
Nelson Rockefeller was to report to him on September 6,
1974, that I was planning to grant the pardon.
more
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Special Prosecutor Jawors~i was contacted on my
instructions by my Counsel, Philip Buchen. One purpose
of their di-scussions was to seek ·t he information I
wanted ori what possible c-riminal -charges might be brought
against Mr. Nixon. The result of that inquiry was a copy
of the memorandum I have already referred to and have
furnished to this Subcommittee. The only other purpose
was to find ou~ the opinion of the Special Prosecutor as
to how long a delay would follow, 1n the event of
Mr. Nixon's indictment, before a trial could be started
and concluded.
At a White House press briefing on September 8, 19t4,
the principal portions of Mr. Jaworski's opinion were
made public. In this opinion, Mr. Jaworski wrote that
selection of a Jury for the trial of the former President,
if he were indicted, would require a delay "of a period
from nine months to ·a year, and ·perhaps even lQnger."
On the question of how long it would · take to gonduct such
a trial, he noted that the complexities of the jury
selection made it difficult to estimate the time.. Copy
of the full text of his opinion dated September 4, 1974,
I have now furnished to this Subcommittee.*
I did consult with my Counsel, Philip Buchen, with
Benton -Becker, and with my Counsellor, John Marsh,, who is
also an attorney .• · Outside of these men, se~v1ng~ at tpe
time on my immediate staff, I consulted with no other
attorneys or professors of law for facts or legal
authorities bearing on my· decision to grant a pardon
to the former President.
·

Questions eight and nine of H. Res. 1367deal with the
circumstances of any statement requested or received from
Mr. Nixon.
I asked for no confession or statement of
guilt; only a statement in acceptance of the pardon when
it was granted. No language was suggested or requested
by anyone acting for me -to -my knowledge. My Counsel
advised me .that he had told the atto~ney for Mr. Nixon
that he believed the statement should be pne expressing
contrition,. and 1.n this respect • I '4as to.l d Mr. Miller
concurred. Be:r-ore I announced the pardon, I saw a
preliminary· draft of a proposed sta~ement . from Mr. Nixori.,_
but I did not' regard the · language qf the statement, as
subsequently is sued, to be subject :to approval by me or
my representatives.

The tenth question covers any r~port to me on
Nixon•·s health by .a physicj,._an or psychiatrist, which
led to my pardon decision. I received no such report.
Whatever information was generally known to me at the
time of mY pardon decisi;on was b:ase_d C?I;l my . own obser.vattons of his .c.o ndi t:t·on at; the t .ime he r~sign_ed as
President ·and observations -r~ported to me <after t{lat
from others who had later seen or talked with h.ilJl. No
such reports were by peopl-e qualified t.o· evaluate
medically the condition of Mr. Nixon's health, and so .
they were not ~a controlling factor in my qecis!on.
However., I believed and still do, that presecutlon ani!i
trial of the former President would have proved a serious
threat to his health, as I stated in my message on
September 8, 1974.
Mr.

- -..,
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H. Res. 1370* is the ·other resolution of inquiry
before this Subcommittee.. It presents no ques.t ions but
asks for the full and complete facts upon which was
based my decision to grant a pardon to Richard M. Nixon.
I know of no such f'acts tha.t are not covered by
answers to the questions in H. Re·s. 1367. Also:

my

Subparagraphs (l) and (4): There were no representations maqe by me or for me and none by Mr. Nixon or
for hiin on which my pardon dec·ision was based.
'

:

.

'

Subparagraph (2): The health issue is dealt with
by me in answer to quest~on ten of the prev:ious resolution.
Subparagraph (3): ,Information available to me apout
possible offenses in •h~ch Mr. Nixon might have been
involved is covered in my answer to the first question
of the earlier resolution.
In addition, 1n an unnumbered paragraph at the end,
H. Res. 1370 seeks information on possible pardons for
Watergate-related offenses liihich other.s may have colllln!tted.
I have decided· that all persons requesting consideration
of pardon requests should submit them through the
Department of Justice.
Only when I receive information on any request duly
filed and considered first by the Pardon Attorney at th~
Department of Justice would I consider the matter. As yet
no such information has been re_ce!_ved, and if it does I
will ac~ or ~ecline to act according to the particular
circumstances presented, and not ob the basis of the
unique circumsta-nces, as I saw them, of former President
Nixon.

..

By ~hese responses to the resolutions of inquiry, I
believe I have ·fully and fairly presented the facts and
circumstances preceding my pardon of former President
Nixon. ~n this way, I hope I have contributed to a.much
better understandlngby the American people or the action
I took ·to grant the pardon when I -did. For having
afforded me this opportunity, I do ~express my appreciation
to you, Mr. Chairman, and to Mr. Smith, the Ranking
Minority Member, and to all the other distinguished
Members of this Subcommittee; also to Chairman Rodino
of' the Committee on _the Judiciary, to Mr. Hutchinson,
the Ranking Mfnori ty-·· Member of the full Committee:, . and
to other distinguished Members of the full Committee
who are present.
In closing, I would like to re-emphasize that I
acted solely f'or the reasons I stated in ·my proclamation .
of Sep~ember 8, 1974, and my accompanying message and
that I acted O\:lt of' my concern to serve the best
interests o~: my · country. As I stated then: "My concern .
is the immediate f'uture of this great country ••• My
conscience tells me it is my duty, not merely to proclaim
domestic tranquility, but to use every means that I have
to insure it . 11 ·
'Tab t5 attached
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OCTOBER 17, 1974

APPEARANCE BY THE PRESIDENT
BEFORE THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON CRIMINAL JUSTICE
COMMITTEE ON THE JUDICIARY
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
RAYBURN HOUSE OFFICE BUILDING

10:00 A.M.

EDT
CONGRESSMAN HUNGATE:

The subcommittee will be

in order.
The subcommittee on Criminal Justice of the
House Committee on Judiciary today welcomes the
President of the United States, Gerald R. Ford. We
appreciate your willingness, voluntarily, to appear
to respond to the questions proposed the two privileged resolutions
of inquiries and to accept inquiries from the subcommittee
as it carries out the responsibilities assigned it by
the House of Representatives.
This is perhaps the first documented appearance
of a President of the United States before a committee
or subcommittee of the United States Congress.
Now, the chair understands, Mr.·President,
that you have a commitment at noon, and the House
convenes at 11:30 a.m. today. With these constraints of
time in mind, we shall proceed as quickly as possible
to accomplish as much as we can in the available time.
The questioning will be done by subcommittee
Members only, and under the five-minute rule.
President Ford's appearance demonstrates his
commitment to be open and candid with the American
people. It is absolutely vital for the restoration of
the public's trust and in their governing institutions
and elected officials that frankness be the hallmark of
this and future Administrations.
MORE
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The newspaper Le Monde in Paris recently wrote
"No European Republic invests its presidents with the
right of pardon as sweeping and irrevocable as that which
Gerald Ford exercised in favor of Richard Nixon. In a
sense, the royal pardon takes over from Executive
privilege behind which the former President took
refuge so long as a way of preventing Congress and the
law courts from investigating his conduct.n
Since September 8 when President Ford issued
a full, free and absolute pardon of former President
Nixon for all crimes he committed or may have committed
while serving as President of the United States, several
questions have been raised relating to the circumstances
and surrounding the pardon and whether, as a result of
the pardon and subsequent agreements entered into by
the former President and officials of the Executive
Branch, whether the full and complete story of Watergate
and related activities will ever be known.
In an attempt to resolve these questions,
more than 70 Members of the House of Representatives,
Republicans and Democrats alike, have sponsored bills
and resolutions seeking to uncover the full story of the
pardon and Watergate.
These several bills and resolutions are
currently pending before the subcommittee. Included
among the 23 bills and resolutions pending before the
subcommittee are the two privileged resolutions of
inquiry considered today.
One, House Resolution 1367, introduced by
Representative Abzug of New York and the second, House
Resolution 1370, introduced by Representative Conyers
of Michigan. The rules of the House of Representatives
require prompt committee action on privileged resolutions
of inquiry. Copies of the privileged resolutions were
forwarded to the President, requesting a response and,
following the exchange of correspondence, the President
offered to appear her~ as he voluntarily does today.
The task we undertake is made easier by the
personal friendship and common background we share
in the Congress. But to faithfully perform our respective
tasks, we must, insofar as possible, lay aside personal
relationships and considerations. We are not here
because of friendship, but because of the responsibility
of Governmental system of checks and balances and
separation of powers placed upon us to seek and
reveal the truth to the American people about the workings
of their Government; by cooperation, if possible, by
confrontation when necessary.
MORE
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I hope the American people, as well as the
Congress, appreciate the importance of President
Ford's appearance, as well as the need to do
all we can to resolve the questions relating to the
pardon of former President Nixon.
I am convinced the issue of the pardon will
not be behind us until that record is complete.
The chair recognizes Chairman Rodino from
New Jersey.
CONGRESSMAN RODINO: Mr. President, as
Chairman of the Committee on the Judiciary, I want to
welcome you here not only as the Chief Executive of
this great country, but as a friend, and one who served
with all of us for so many years.
This historic occasion and your voluntary
appearance here only demonstrates once more the
great institution that we are both proud to be a part of,
and I know that your effort in coming before this
committee voluntarily will assist this subcommittee and
this Committee on the Judiciary in meeting its important
responsibilities.
And with that, Mr. President, I am going to
relinquish the responsibility to the chairman of the
subcommittee and to the Members of the subcommittee who
will direct inquiries to you. Thank you for coming
here.
CONGRESSMAN HUNGATE: The chair recognizes
the gentleman from Michigan, Mr. Hutchinson.
CONGRESSMAN HUTCHINSON:

Thank you, Mr.

Chairman.
The Chairman of the Judiciary Committee, Mr.
Rodino, and I, as Ranking Minority Member, are ex officio
Members of this subcommittee. But we appear here this
morning only in that capacity, sitting at the foot of
the subcommittee on our respective sides rather than our
familiar places at its head.
~n this arrangement, Mr. Rodino does not
displace the chairman of the subcommittee, Mr. Hungate,
nor do I displace Mr. Smith of New York as Ranking Member
of that subcommittee.

Chairman Rodino and I early agreed that we will
not participate in questioning our distinguished visitor
this morning, leaving that function to the Members of
the subcommittee regularly appointed. Our participation
will be limited to our opening statements.
MORE
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Other Members of the Judiciary Committee, the
full Judiciary Committee who are not Members of this
subcommittee, some of whom are present here today, will
not participate at all but are interested in the
event, in the event that the matter under discussion
reaches the full committee.
The subcommittee has before it a couple of
resolutions of inquiry which were introduced in the House
of Representatives, referred by the Speaker to the
Judiciary Committee, and Chairman Rodino designated
this subcommittee to consider them.
By a resolution of inquiry, the House of
Representatives requests the President or directs the
head of one of the departmentsofGovernment to furnish
certain factual information, presumably to assist
the House in its legislative function.
Since the pardon power is not subject to
legislative control, I suppose that a question can be
raised as to whether a resolution of inquiry might
legitimately lie on this question since the question
itself cannot be resolved by the Legislative Branch.
In any event the mere introduction of a
resolution does not impose a duty upon the Executive
to respond; neither does committee consideration.
Indeed, a resolution would be expected only if the House
of Representatives itself adopted such a resolution
and even then written communication transmitting the
factual information called for would ordinarily be
sufficient.
The personal appearance of the President of
the United States before this subcommittee does not
humble his high office, nor does it violate the
separation of powers between the Executive and Legislative Branches of Government. It is essential if our
Government is to operate, that the Executive and the
legislature work together.
Your meeting with this subcommittee, Mr.
President, here on Capitol Hill, is symbolic of that
working together in the national interest. But you
do not· come, Mr. President, in response to any commands
of the subcommittee, nor even in response to its request,
for it made no demands upon you or even a request for
your presence.
Your appearance is entirely voluntary on your
part. Your personal appearance here today must not be
construed to mean that you will personally appear before
this or any other committee of Congress in the future,
and Presidents in the United States in the future will
be expected to respond to resolutions of inquiry in the
future as they have in the p~st, by written communication.
MORE
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But, Mr. President, I cannot adequately
express to you my personal feelings of warm friendship
and welcome and my sense of the high honor that you
do this subcommittee, the full Judiciary Committee and
the House of Representatives in meeting with us here
today.
Thank you, Mr. President.
CONGRESSMAN HUNGATE: The chair recognizes
the gentleman from New York, Mr. Smith.
CONGRESSMAN SMITH:

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. President, I too join in welcoming you
here in your voluntary appearance before this
subcommittee of the House Committee on the Judiciary.
You have ·come to answer questions in regard to
your pardon of Richard M. Nixon on September 8, 1974.

MORE
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These questions have been propounded by
certain Members of Congress and generally speaking
the Members of Congress and the people of the United
States of America have a right to know the answers
as far as this may be possible.
Your appearance here has been voluntary and
on vour own motion, and I commend you for taking this
initiative. I do not think it establishes any precedence
but on the other hand, it is an example of the splended
cooperation between the Executive and Legislative
Branches of our Government which I trust may be
followed many times in the future by those who may
come after you as President of the United States of
America, the world's toughest job.
Mr. President, I have known you for almost
ten years and in that time I have always found you to
be a man of frankness and candor, a man in whose word
one could have implicit trust, a man of the utmost
integrity.
It is in this spirit that I know you will
answer the questions that have been raised about your
pardon of Mr. Nixon, and it is in this spirit that I
know this committee will receive your answers and will
interrogate you.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
CONGRESSMAN HUNGATE: Mr. President, you
have an opening statement. Without objection, it will
be made part of the record, and you may proceed as
you see fit. We welcome you here today.
THE PRESIDENT: Thank you very much, Mr.
Chairman and members of the subcommittee.
We meet here today to review the facts and
the circumstances that were the basis for my pardon
of former President Nixon on September 8, 1974.
I want very much to have those facts and
those circumstances known. The American people want
to know them and Members of Congress also want to know
them.
The two Congressional resolutions of inqury
now before this subcommittee serve these purposes.
That is why I have volunteered to appear before you
this morning, and I welcome and thank you for this
opportunity to speak to the questions raised by the
resolutions.
MORE
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My appearance at this hearing of your distinguished
committe of the House Committee on the Judiciary has been
looked upon as an unusual historic event, one that has no
firm precedent in the whole history of Presidential relations
with the Congress.
Yet I am here not to make history but to
report history.
The history you are interested in covers so
recent a period that it is not well understood. If, with
your assistance, I can make for better understanding of
the pardon of former President Nixon, then we can help
to achieve the purpose I had for granting the pardon when I
did.
The purpose was to change our national focus. I
wanted to do all I could to shift our attentions from the
pursuit of a fallen President to the pursuit of the
urgent needs of a rising nation. Our Nation is under
the severest of challenges now to employ its full energy
and efforts in the pursuit of a sound and growing
economy at home and a stable and peaceful world around
us.
We would needlessly be diverted from meeting
those challenges if we, as a people, were to remain
sharply divided over whether to indict, bring to trial,
and punish a former President who is already condemned
to suffer long and deeply in the shame and disgrace
brought upon the office that he held.
Surely we are not a revengeful people. We
have often demonstrated a readiness to feel compassion
and to act out of mercy. As a people, we have a long
record of forgiving even those who have been our
country's most destructive foes.
Yet to forgive is not to forget the lessons of
evil in whatever ways evil has operated against us. And
certainly the pardon granted the former President will
not cause us to forget the evils of the Watergate type
offenses or to forget the lessons we have learned that
a ~overnment which deceives its supporters and treats its
opponents· as enemies, must never, never be tolerated.
The pardon power entrusted to the President
under the Constitution of the United States has a long
history and rests on precedents going back centuries
before our Constitution was drafted and adopted.

MORE
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The power has been used sometimes, as
Alexander Hamilton saw its purpose -- in seasons of
insurrection, when a well-timed offer of pardon to the
insurgents or rebels may restore the tranquility of the
commonwealth, and which, if served to pass unapproved,
it may neverbe possible afterwards to recall.
Other times it has been applied to one person
as an act of grace which exempts the individual on whom
it was bestowed, from the punishment the law inflicts for
the crime he has committed.
When a pardon is granted, it also represents
the determination of the ultimate authority that the
public welfare will be better served by inflicting
less thanW1at the judgments fixed.
However, the Constitution does not limit the
pardon power to cases of convicted offenders or even
indicted offenders. Thus I am firm in my conviction
that as President I did have the authority to proclaim a
pardon for the former President when I did.
Yet I can also understand why people are moved
to question my action. Some may still question my
authority, but I find much of the disagreement turns on
whether I should have acted when I did. Even then, many
people have concluded, as I did, that the pardon was
in the best interest of the country because it came at
a time when it would best serve the purpose I have stated.
I came to this hearing, Mr. Chairman, in the
spirit of cooperation to respond to your inquiries.
I do so with the understanding that the subjects to be
covered are defined and limited by the questions and
they appear in the resolution before you.
But even then, we may not mutually agree on
what information falls within the proper scope of
inquiry by the Congress. I feel a responsibility, as
you do, that each separate branch of our Government must
preserve a degree of confidentiality for its internal
communications.
Congress, for its part, has seen the wisdom
of assuring that Members be permitted to work under
conditions of confidentiality. Indeed earlier this
year the United States Senate passed a resolution which
reads in part as follows:
MORE
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"No evidence under the control and in the
possession of the Senate of the United States can by the
mandate of process of the ordinary courts of justice,
be taken from such control or possession, but by its
permission.
In the United States versus Nixon, the
Supreme Court unanimously recognized a rightful sphere
of confidentiality within the Executive Branch of the
Government, which the court determined could only be
invaded for overriding reasons of the Fifth and Sixth
Amendments to the Constitution.
As I have stated before, Mr. Chairman, my own
view is that the right of Executive Privilege is to be
exercisedwith caution and with restraint.
When I was a Member of Congress, I did not
hesitate to question the right of the Executive Branch
to claim a privilege against supplying information to the
Congress, even if I thought the claim of privilege was
being abused.
Yet I did then and I do now respect the right
of Executive Privilege when it protects advice given
to the President in the expectation that it will not be
disclosed. Otherwise, Mr. Chairman, no President could
any longer count on receiving free and frank views from
the people designated to help him reach his official
decisions.
Also, it is certainly not my intention or
even within my authority to detract on this occasion
or in any other instance from the generally recognized
rights of the President to preserve the confidentiality of
internal discussions or communications whenever it is
properly within his Constitutional responsibility to do
so. These rights are within the authority of any President
while he is in office, and I believe may be exercised as
well by a past President if the information sought pertains
to his official functions when he was serving in office.
I bring up, Mr. Chairman, these important
points before going into the balance of my statement,
so there can be no doubt that I remain mindful of the
rights of confidentiality which a President may and
ought to exercise in appropriate circumstances.
MORE
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However, I do not regard my answers as I
have prepared them for the purpose of this inquiry to
be prejudicial to those rights in the present
circumstances or to constitute a precedent for
responding to Congressional inquiries different in
nature or scope or under different circumstances.
Accordingly, Mr. Chairman, I shall proceed
to explain as fully as I can in my present answers
~he facts and the circumstances covered by the present
resolutions of inquiry.
I shall start with an explanation of these
events which were the first to occur in the period covered
by the inquiry before I became President. Then I will
respond to the separate questions as they are numbered
in House Resolution 1367 and as they specifically
relate to the period after I became President.
House Resolution 1367 before this subcommittee
asks for information about certain conversations that
may have occurred over a period that includes when I was
a Member of Congress or the Vice President. In that
entire period, no referencesor discussions on a possible
pardon for then President Nixon occurred until
August 1 and 2, 1974.
MORE
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You will recall, Mr. Chairman, that since the
beginning of the Watergate investigations, I had conconsistently made statements and speeches about President
Nixon's innocence of either planning the break-in or
of participating in the cover-up. I sincerely believed
he was innocent.
Even in the closing months before the President
resi~ed, I made public statements that in my opinion,
the adverse revelations so far did not constitute an
impeachable offense. I was coming under increasing
criticism for such public statements, but I still
believed them to be true, based on the facts as I knew
them.
In the early morning of Thursday, August 1, 1974,
I had a meeting in my Vice Presidential office, with
Alexander M. Haig, Jr., Chief of Staff for President
Nixon. At this meeting, I was told in a general way
about fiears arising because of additional tape evidence
scheduled for delivery to Judge Sirica on Monday, August
5, 1974. I was told that there could be evidence which,
when disclosed to the House of Representatives, would
likely tip the vote in favor of impeachment. However,
I was given no indication that this development would
lead to any change in President Nixon's
plans to oppose the impeachment vote.
Then, shortly after noon, General Haig requested
another appointment as promptly as possible. He came
to my office about 3:30p.m. for a meeting that was to
last for approximately three-quarters of an hour. Only
then did I learn of the damaging nature of a conversation
on June 23, 1972, in one of the tapes which was due to
go to Judge Sirica the following Monday.
I describe this meeting, Mr. Chairman, because
at one point it did include references to a possible
pardon for Mr. Nixon to which the third and fourth questions
in House Resolution 1367 are directed. However, the
entire meeting covered other subjects all dealing with
the totally new situation resulting from the critical
evidence on the tape of June 23, 1972.
General Haig told me he had been told of the new
and da~aging evidence by lawyers on the ~fuite House staff
who had first-hand knowledge of what was on the tape.
The substance of this conversation was that the new
disclosure would be devastating, even catastrophic,
insofar as President Nixon was concerned. Based on
what he had learned of the conversation on the tape, he
wanted to know whether I was prepared to assume the
Presidency within a very short period of time and
whether I would be willing to make recommendations to
the President as to what course he should now follow.
MORE
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I cannot really express adequately in words how
shocked and how stunned I was by this unbelievable
revelation.
First was the sudden awareness that I was likely
to become President under the most troubled circumstances;
and secondly, the realization that these new revelations,
or disclosures, ran completely counter to the position
that I had taken for months in that I believed the President was not guilty of any impeachable offense.
General Haig, in his conversation at my office,
went on to tell me of discussions in the White House
among those who knew of this evidence. General Haig
asked for my assessment of the whole situation. He
wanted my thoughts about the timing of the resignation,
if that decision were to be made, and about how to do it and
accomplish an orderly change of the Administration.
\¥e discussed what scheduling problems there
might be and what the early organizational problems would
be. General Haig outlined for me President Nixon's
situation as he saw it and the different views in the
White House as to the courses of action that might be
available and which were being advanced by various people
around him on the White House staff.
As I recall, there were different courses being
considered.
Nurober one: Some suggested riding it out by
letting the impeachment take its course through the
House and the Senate trial, fighting all of the way
against the conviction.
Two: Others were urging resignation sooner
or later. I was told some people backed the first
course and other people a resignation but not with the
same views as to how and when it should take place.
On the resignation issue, there were put forth
a number of options which General Haig reviewed with me.
As I recall his conversation, various possible options
being considered included:
One: The President temporarily step aside under
the Twenty-fifth Amendment.
Number two: Delaying the resignation until
further along the impeachment process.
Number three: Trying first to settle for a
censure vote as a means of avoiding either impeachment
or a need to resign.
Four: The question of whether the President
could pardon himself.
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Five: Pardoning various Watergate defendants,
then himself, followed by resignation.
A pardon to the President should he resign.
The rush of events placed an urgency on what
was to be done. It became even more critical in view
of a prolonged impeachment trial which was expected
to last possibly four months or longer.
The impact of the Senate trial on the country,
the handling of possible international crises, the economic
situation here at horne and the marked slowdown in the
decision-making process within the Federal Government were
all factors to be considered and were discussed.
General Haig wanted my views on the various
courses of action as well as my attitude on the options
of resignation. However, he indicated he was not advocating any of the options. I inquired as to what was the
President's pardon powe~and he answered that it was his
understanding from a White House lawyer that a President
did have the authority to grant a pardon even before
any criminal action had been taken against an individual,
but, obviously, he was in no position to have any opinion
on a matter of law.
As I saw it at this point, the question clearly
before me was,under the circumstances, what course of
action should I recommend that would be in the best
interests of the country?
I told General Haig that I had to have some
time to think. Further, that I wanted to talk to James
St. Clair. I also said I wanted to talk to my wife before
g1v1ng any response. I had consistently and firmly held
the view previously that in no way whatsoever could I
recommend either publicly or privately, any step by the
President that might cause a change in my status as
Vice President.
As the person who would become President if a
vacancy occurred for any reason in that office, a
Vice President, I believe, should endeavor not to do or
say anything which might affect his President's tenure
in office. Therefore, I certainly was not even ready,
under these new circumstances, to make any recommendations
about resignation without having adequate time to consider further what I should properly do.
Shortly after 8 o'clock the next morning, James
St. Clair carne to my office. Although he did not spell
out in detail the new evidence, there was no question
in rny mind that he considered these revelations to be
so damaging that impeachment in the House was a certainty
and conviction in the Senate a high probability. When
I asked Mr. St. Clair if he knew of any other new and
damaging evidence besides that on the June 23, 1972 tape,
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he said "no." When I pointed out to him the various
options mentioned to me by General Haig, he told me he
had not been the source of any opinion about Presidential
pardon power.
After thought on the matter, I was determined
not to make any recommendations to President Nixon on
his resignation. I had not given any advice or recommendations with his aides, but I also did not want anyone who
might talk to the President to suggest that I had some
intention to do so.
For that reason, Mr. Chairman, I decided I should
call General Haig the afternoon of August 2. I did make
the call late that afternoon and told him I wanted him
to understand that I had no intention of recommending
what President Nixon should do about resigning or not
resigning and that nothing we had talked about the
previous afternoon should be given any consideration in
whatever decision the President might make.
General Haig told me he was in full agreement
with this position.
My travel schedule called for me to make
appearances in Mississippi and Louisiana over Saturday,
Sunday and part of Monday, August 3, 4, and 5. In the
previous eight months, I had repeatedly stated my opinion
that the President would not be found guilty of any
impeachable offense. Any change from my stated views
or even refusal to comment further, I feared, would lead
in the press to conclusions that I now wanted to see the
President resign to avoid an impeachment vote in the
House and probable conviction in the Senate.
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For that reason, I remained firm in my
answers to press questions during my trip and repeated
my belief in the President's innocence of an impeachable
offense. Not until I returned to Washington did I
learn that President Nixon was to release the new
evidence late on Monday, August 5, 1974.
At about the same time I was notified that
the President had called a Cabinet meeting for Tuesday
morning, August 6, 1974. At that meeting in the Cabinet
Room, I announced that I was making no recommendations
to the President as to what he should do in light of
the new evidence.
I made no recommendations to him either at
that meeting or at any time after that.
In summary, Mr. Chairman, I assure you that
there was never at any time any agreement whatsoever
concerning a pardon to Mr. Nixon if he were to resign
and I were to become President.
Mr. Chairman, turning now to House Resolution
1367, the first question of House Resolution 1367 asks
whether I or my representative had specific knowledge of
any formal criminal charges pending against Richard M.
Nixon. The answer is no.
I had known, of course, Mr. Chairman, that the
Grand Jury investigating the Watergate break-in and
cover-up had wanted to name President Nixon as an unindicted
co-conspirator in the cover-up. Also, I knew that an
extensive report had been prepared by the Watergate
Special Prosecutionforce for the Grand Jury, and had been
sent to the House Committee on the Judiciarv where I
believe it served the staff and the Members' of the
committee in the development of its report on the
proposed articles of impeachment.
Beyond what was disclosed in the publications
of the Judiciary Committee on the subject and additional
evidence released by President Nixon on August 5, 1974,
I saw on or shortly after September 4 a copy of a
memorandum prepared for Special Prosecutor Jaworski by
the Deputy Special Prosecutor, Henry Ruth. A copy of
this memorandum had been furnished by Mr. Jaworski to my
counsel and was later made public during a press briefing
at the White House on September 10, 1974.
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I have supplied the subcommittee with a
copy of this memorandum. The memorandum lists matters
still under investigation which -- and I quote -- "may
prove to have some direct connection to activities in
which Mr. Nixon is personally involved."
The Watergate cover-up is not included
in this list and the alleged cover-up is mentioned only
as being the subject of a separate memorandum not
furnished to me. Of those matters listed in the
memorandum, it is stated that none of them at the moment
rises to the level of our ability to prove even a probable
criminal violation by Mr. Nixon.
This is all the information I had which
related even to the possibility of ·formal criminal
charges involving the former President while he had been
in office.
The second question in the resolution asks
whether Alexander Haig referred to or discussed a
pardon with Richard Nixon or his representatives at any
time during the week of August 4, 1974, or any subsequent
time. My answer to that question is: not to my knowledge.
If any such discussions did occur, they could not have
been a factor in my decision to grant the pardon when
I did because I was not aware of them.
Questionsthree and four of House Resolution
1367 deal with the first and all subsequent references
to or discussions of a pardon for Richard M. Nixon,·
with him or any of his representatives or aides.
I have already described at length what
discussions took plaee on August 1 and 2, 1974,
and how these discussions brought no recommendations or
commitments whatsoever on my part.
These were the only discussions related to
questionsthree and four before I became President, but
question four relates also to subsequent discussions.
At no time after I became President on August 9,
1974, wa~ the subject of a pardon for Richard M. Nixon
raised by the former President or by anyone representing
him. Also, no one on my staff brought up the subject until
the day before my first press conference on August 28,
1974.
At that time I was advised that questions on
the subject might be raised by media reporters at the
press conference.
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As the press conference proceeded, the first
question asked involved the subject, as did other later
questions. In my answers to those questions, I took a
position that while I was the final authority on this
matter, I expected to make no commitment one way or
the other, depending on what the Special Prosecutor
and courts would do. However, I also stated that I
believed the general view of the American people was
to spare the former President from a criminal trial.
Shortly afterwards, I became greatly concerned
that if Mr. Nixon's prosecution and trial were prolonged,
the passions generated over a long period of time would
seriously disrupt the healing of our country from the
wounds of the past. I could see that the new Administration
could not be effective if it had to operate in the
atmosphere of having a former President under prosecution
and criminal trial.
Each step along the way I was deeply concerned
would become a public spectacle and the topic of wide
public debate and controversy.
As I have before stated publicly, these
concerns led me to ask from my own legal counsel what my
full right of pardon was under the Constitution in
this situation and from the Special Prosecutor what
criminal actions, if any, were likely to be brought
against the former President, how long his prosecution
and trial would take.
As soon as I had been given this information,
Mr. Chairman, I authorized my counsel, Philip Buchen,
to tell Herbert J. Miller as attorney for Richard M.
Nixon of my pending decision to grant a pardon for the
former President. I was advised that the disclosure was
made on September ~, 197~, when Mr. Buchen,accompanied
by Benton Becker, met with Mr. Miller.
Mr. Becker had been asked, with my concurrence,
to take on a temporary special assignment to assist
Mr. Buchen at the time when no one else of my selection
had yet been appointed to the legal staff of the White
House.
·The fourth question, Mr. Chairman, in the
resolution, asks about"negotiations"with Mr. Nixon or
his representatives on the subject of a pardon for the
former President. The pardon under consideration was
not so far as I was concerned a matter of negotiation •
I realizedthat unless Mr. Nixon actually accepted the
pardon I was preparing to grant, it probably would not
be effective.
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So I certainly had no intention to proceed
without knowing if it would be accepted. Otherwise,
I put no conditions on my granting of a pardon which
required any negotiations.
Although negotiations had been started
earlier and were conducted through September 6
concerning White House records of the prior Administration,
I did not make any agreement on that subject a condition
of the pardon.
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The circumstances leading to an initial
agreement on Presidential records are not covered by
the resolution before this subcommittee. Therefore,
I have mentioned discussions on that subject with Mr.
Nixon's attorney only to show that they were related in
time to the pardon discussions but were not a basis for
my decision to grant a pardon to the former President.
The fifth, sixth and seventh questions of
House Resolution 1367 ask whether I consulted with
certain persons before making my pardon decision. I
did not consult at all with Attorney General Saxbe
on the subject of a pardon for Mr. Nixon. My only
conversation on the subject with Vice Presidential
nominee Nelson Rockefeller was to report to him on
September 6, 1974 that I was planning to grant the pardon.
Special Prosecutor Jaworski was contacted on
my instructions by my Counsel, Phillip
Buchen. One purpose of their discussions was to seek
the information I wanted on what possible criminal charges
might be brought against Mr. Nixon.
The result of that inquiry was a copy of the
memorandum I have already referred to and have furnished
to this subcommittee. The only other purpose was to
find out the opinion of the Special Prosecutor as to
how long a delay would follow in the event of Mr.
Nixon's indictment before a trial could be started
and concluded.
At a White House press briefing on September 8,
1974, the principal portions of Mr. Jaworski's opinion
were made public and in this opinion, Mr. Jaworski
wrote that selection of a jury for the trial of the former
President, if he were indicted, would require a delay
and I quote, "Of a period from nine months to a year,
and perhaps even longer."
On the question of how long it would take to
conduct such a trial, he noted that the complexities
of the jury selection made it difficult to estimate the
time. A copy of the full text of his opinion, dated
September 4, 1974, I have now furnished to this
subcommittee.
I did consult with my Counsel, Phillip Buchen,
with Benton Becker and with my Counsellor, John Marsh,
who is also an attorney. Outside of these men
serving at the time on my immediate staff, I consulted
with no other attorneys or professors of law for facts
or legal authorities bearing on my decision to grant a pardon
to the former President.
MORE
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Questions eight and nine of House Resolution
1367 deal with the circumstances of any statement
requested or received from Mr. Nixon. I asked for no
confession or statement of guilt, only a statement in
acceptance of the pardon when it was granted.
No language was suggested or requested by anyone
acting for me,to my knowledge. My counsel advised me
that he had told the attorney for Mr. Nixon that he
believed the statement should be one expressing
contrition and in this respect, Iwas told Mr. Miller
concurred.
Before I announced the pardon, I saw a
preliminary draft of a proposed statement from Mr.
Nixon, but I did not regard the language of the statement
as subsequently issued to be subject to approval by
me or my representatives.
The tenth question, Mr. Chairman, covers
any report to me on Mr. Nixon's health by a physician
or psychiatrist which led to my pardon decision. I
received no such report. Whatever information was
generally known to me at the time of my pardon decision
was based on my own observationsofhis condition at the
time he resigned as President and observations reported
to me after that from others who had later seen or talked
with him.
No such reports were by people qualified to
evaluate medically the condition of Mr. Nixon's health,
and so they were not a controlling factor in my decision.
However, I believed, and still believe, that prosecution
and trial of the former President would have proved a
serious threat to his health, as I stated in my message
on September 8, 1974.
House Resolution 1370 is the other resolution
of inquiry before this subcommittee. It presents no
questions, but asks for the full and complete facts
upon which was based my decision to grant a pardon
to Richard M. Nixon. I know of no such facts that
are not covered by my answers to the questions in House
Resolution 1367.
Also, subparagraphs one and four, there were no
representations made by me or for me and none by Mr.
Nixon or for him on which my pardon decision was
based.
Subparagraph two, the health issue is dealt
with by me in answer to questions ten of the previous
resolution.
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Subparagraph three, information available
to me about possible offenses in which Mr. Nixon
might have been involved is covered in my answer
to the first questions of the earlier resolution.
In addition, in an unnumbered paragraph at
the end of House Resolution 1370, seeks information on
possible pardons for Watergate-related offenses which
others may have committed.
I have decided that all persons requesting
consideration of pardon requests should submit them
through the Department of Justice. Only when I
received information on any request duly filed and
considered first by the Pardon Attorney at the
Department of Justice would I consider the matter.
As yet, no such information has been received,
and if it does, I will act or decline to act according
to the particular circumstances presented and not on
the basis of the unique circumstances as I saw them
of former President Nixon.
Mr. Chairman, by these responses to the
resolutions of inquiry, I have fully and fairly presented
the facts and the circumstances preceding my pardon
of former President Nixon. In this way, I hope I have
contributed to a much better understanding by the
American people of the action I took to grant the
pardon when I did.
For having afforded me this opportunity, I
do express my appreciation to you, Mr. Chairman, and to
Mr. Smith, the other Members of the subcommittee and also
to Chairman Rodino of the Committee on the Judiciary,
to Mr. Hutchinson, the Ranking Minority Member of the
full committee, and to other distinguished Members of
the full committee who are present.
In
re-emphasize
stated in my
accompanying
to serve the

closing, Mr. Chairman, I would like to
that I acted solely for the reas~ns I
Proclamation of September 8, 1974, and my
message, and that I acted out of my concern
best interests of my country.

As I stated then, Mr. Chairman, and I

quote, "My concern is the immediate future of this
great country. My conscience tells me it is my
duty, not merely to proclaim domestic tranquility, but
to use every means that I have to insure it.n
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Mr. Chairman, I thank you and Members of the
subcommittee for this opportunity to make these views
known.
CONGRESSMAN HUNGATE: On behalf of the
subcommittee, we wish to express our appreciation for
your appearance,
bringing us facts that will be
helpful to the American people and to the Congress.
There will be some who will find the answers
fully satisfactory and forthright. There will be
others who will not. But I would hope that all would
appreciate your openne'?s and willingness to come
before the American public and the Congress to discuss
this important matter.
The gentleman from Wisconsin, Mr. Kastenmeier.
CONGRESSMAN KASTENMEIER.

Thank you, Mr.

Chairman.
I, too, would like to join my colleagues in
welcoming the President. I don't believe any of us
could have anticipated a year ago, when the President
then appeared as a nominee under the Twenty-fifth
Amendment for Vice President,that you would once again
appear before this committee as President of the
United States.
I would only comment that no matter how well
motivated the desire to put Watergate behind us, I can
only acknowledge today that several key issues in the
news this morning -- the President's appearance before
this committee, the trial downtown, the Watergate trial
itself, and even the nomination of Mr. Rockefeller to be
the Vice President, occasioned by a vacancy due to
Watergate -- all of these still command the attention
of the American people and I guess we will just have to
be patient.
Mr. President, you indicated that you wanted
to spare Mr. Nixon a criminal trial. Did you specifically
have any other end in view in terms of protecting
Mr. Nixon or in terms of a pardon; that is to say,
whatever a pardon would spare the President other than
a criminal trial, were there any other adversities
which a pardon would help Mr. Nixon with, as you saw it?
THE PRESIDENT: As I indicated in the Proclamation that I issued, and as I indicated in the statement I made at the time on September 8, my prime reason
was for the benefit of the country, not for any benefit
that might be for Mr. Nixon.
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I exercised my pardon authority under the
Constitution, w~ich relates only to those criminal
matters during the period from January 20, 1969~
until August 9, 1974.
CONGRESSMAN KASTENMEIER: I appreciate that,
Mr. President~ but it must have been something you foresaw
which could .ha.ppen to Mr. i.'ixon which justified a
pardon·; if in fact you were advised, and perhaps you were
not, that there was no proceeding going to be commenced
against Mr~ Nixon, that nothing would happen to him,
and really a pardon may have been an empty gesture in
that event?
THE PRESIDENT: As I indicated, Mr. Kastenmeier, after the press conference on August 28 where
three questions were: raised about the pardon, the
possibility of a pardon, I asked my counsel to find
out from the Special Prosecutor what, if any, charges
were being considered by the Special Prosecutor's Office.
As I indicated in my prepared statement, I
received from Mr. Jaworski certain information
indicating that there were possible or potential
criminal proceedings against Mr. Nixon.
CONGRESSMAN KASTENMEIER: But you did not
determine, as a matter of fact, that there was any
intention to proceed to indictment with any of those
matters, is that not correct?
THE PRESIDENT: In the memorandum, I believe
of September 4, from Mr. Jaworski, prepared by Mr.
Ruth, there were two possibilities listed. On the other
hand, there was, I think, well-known information that
there was a distinct possibility of Mr. Nixon being
indicted on the ground of obstructing justice.
CONGRESSMAN KASTENMEIER: The effect of the
pardon in terms of the ten possible areas of investigation
as you saw it at the time was to terminate those investigations, as well as end any possibility of indictment
on those grounds.
THE PRESIDENT: Well, the power of pardon does
cover any criminal actions during a stipulated
period, and as the pardon itself indicated, it went from
the day that Mr. Nixon first took the oath of office
until he actually resigned on August 9.
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CONGRESSMAN KASTENMEIER: My question is, did
you have reason to believe that other than the ten
areas of investigation and the cover-up, that the former
President might need to be protected in any other area
where possibility of prosecution existed?
THE PRESIDENT: I knew of no other
potential or possible criminal charges, no.
CONGRESSMAN KASTENMEIER:
Mr. Chairman.
CONGRESSMAN HUNGATE:
New York, Mr. Smith.

My time has expired,

The gentleman from

CONGRESSMAN SMITH: Mr. President, in regard
to your answer on page 18 of your statement of whether
you consulted with certain persons and in that connection
and in connection with question number six of H.R. 1367,
you stated in regard to the Vice Presidential nominee,
Nelson Rockefeller, that your only conversation on the
subject withhim was to report to him on September 6,
1974, that "I was planning to grant the pardon."
Now, the question asks whether he gave you any
facts or legal authority and my question is, did he do
so?
THE PRESIDENT: Nelson Rockefeller did not
give me any facts or legal authorities. He was in my
office to discuss with me the proceedings concerning
his nomination, and at the conclusion of a discussion
on that matter, I felt that I should inform him of the
possible or prospective action that I would be taking,
but he gave me no facts, he gave me no legal advice
concerning the pardon.
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CONGRESSMAN SMITH: Mr. President, as you
were Minority Leader of the Congress before you became
Vice President of the United States, did you at any time
discuss the wisdom or advisability of a possible
Presidential pardon for President Nixon with President
Nixon or any of his representatives or any member of
the White House staff?
This was in the period before you became
Vice President.
THE PRESIDENT: The answer is categorically no.
Before I became Vice President, Mr. Smith, I, on several
occasions --I can'trecall how many -- indicated to
President Nixon himself that I thought he should not
resign.
If my memory is accurate, Mr. Smith, before
I became Vice President, there were individuals both
in the Congress and otherwise who were advocating that
Mr. Nixon resign.
I do recall on one or more occasions telling
Mr. Nixon in my judgment he should not, because I
thought that would be an admission of guilt, and
on the information I had at that time, I did not believe
Mr. Nixon was guilty of any impeachable offense.
CONGRESSMAN SMITH: Thank you, Mr. President.
You touched upon your observations of President
Nixon's health and I wonder whether at any time before
you became Vice President of the United States did you
learn any facts about his physical or mental health
which later became relevant to your decision of pardoning
Mr. Nixon?
THE PRESIDENT: Before I was Vice President
I saw Mr. Nixon periodicall~ coming to the White House
for leadership meetings or for other reasons, and
during that period, I had the distinct impression
that his health was good.
I didn't see any discernible change,in
my c¥n~pinion, until the last day or two of his
Presidency. I did notice the last time I saw him in
the Oval Office on August 9 -- I thought he was drawn
and possibly a little thinner, but that is only
observation I made.
MORE
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CONGRESSMAN HUNGATE:
California, Mr. Edwards.
CONGRESSMAN EDWARDS:

The gentleman from
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. President, on pages 10 and 11 of your
statement, you indicate that there were some general
discussions with General Haig and Mr. St. Clair,
before the resignation, about the pardon power in
general.
Did they have any reason to carry a message
to then President Nixon that this pardon power could
possibly be used on his behalf if he resigned?
THE PRESIDENT:

None whatsoever.

Categorically

no.
CONGRESSMAN EDWARDS: Then why, Mr. President,
those general discussions about pardon?
THE PRESIDENT: Well, as I indicated in my
prepared statement, General Haig came to me first to
apprise me of the dramatic change in the situation, and
as I indicated in the prepared statement, told me that
I should be prepared to assume the Presidency very
quickly, and wanted to know whether I was ready to
do that.
Secondly, he did indicate that in the White
House among the President'sadvisers there were many
options being discussed as to what course of action the
President should take, and in the course of my discussion
on August 1 with General Haig, he outlined, as I did
in the prepared text, the many options that were being
discussed.
He asked for any recommendations I would make
and as I indicated in the prepared text, I made none.
CONGRESSMAN EDWARDS:

Thank you, Mr. President.

Mr. Buchen said several times, and I believe
you mentioned, that the pardon did involve a certain
aspect of mercy. Would not the same considerations of
mercy apply to the Watergate defendants downtown who now
are putting forth as their chief defense their allegation that
they were merely acting under orders of Mr. Nixon, then
President, and their boss?
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THE PRESIDENT: Mr. Edwards, in light of
the fact that these trials are being carried out at
the present time, I think it is inadvisable for me
to comment on any of the proceedings in those trials.
CONGRESSMAN EDWARDS: Mr. President, put
yourself in the position of the high school teacher,
shall we say, in Watts or the barrios of San Jose or
Harlem, and if you were such a teacher, how would you
explain to the young people of America the American
concept of equal justice and law?
THE PRESIDENT: Mr. Edwards, Mr. Nixon was
the 37th President of the United States. He had
been preceded by 36 others. He is the only President
in the history of this country who has resigned
under shame and disgrace.
I think that that in and of itself can be
understood, can be explained to students or to others.
That was a major, major step, and a matter of, I am
sure, grave, grave, deliberations by the former President
and it certainly, as I have said several times, constituted
shame and disgrace.
CONGRESSMAN EDWARDS:

Thank you, Mr.

President.
Mr. President, do you think that it is wise
to pardon a man before indictment or trial for offenses
that are completely unknown to you and which might
possibly be terribly serious?
THE PRESIDENT: Well, as I indicated, Mr.
Edwards, I did to the best of my ability check with
probably the best authority in the country on what, if
any, charges would be made against Mr. Nixon. Those
were, or potentially were, serious charges.
I think that in taking the action that I did
concerning those charges, I was exercising in a proper
way the pardon authority given a President under the
Constitution.
CONGRESSMAN EDWARDS:
CONGRESSMAN HUNGATE:
Indiana, Mr. Dennis.
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CONGRESSMAN DENNIS:

Thank you, Chairman.

Mr. President, I would like to state that I,
too, share with my colleagues, deep appreciation for
your appearance here before our subcommittee this
morning.
Mr. President, on page 7 of your statement
where you were talking about your first or your second
interview with General Haig in the afternoon of August 1,
you state that, "I describe this meeting because at one
point it did include references to a possible pardon
to Mr. Nixon."
I take it that you have spelled out what
those references were over on pages 9, where the options
are spelled out and on page 10 where you state that you
inquired as to what was the President's power pardon.
THE PRESIDENT: Yes, it is spelled out in the
item instances 1 through 6, various options involving
a pardon.
CONGRESSMAN DENNIS: And does that include
everything that was said at that time on the subject of
pardon, substantially?
THE PRESIDENT:

Yes, sir.

CONGRESSMAN DENNIS: Mr. President, I note
that on page 10 you state that you asked the General as
to what the President's pardon power was and he very
properly replied that he had certain information but
couldn't give legal opinion.
When, where, and from whom did you ultimately
obtain the opinion that you were entitled under the
Doctrine of Ex Parte Garland and so on, to issue a
pardon when there has been no charge or no conviction?
THE PRESIDENT: When I came back to the Oval
Office, Mr~ Dennis, following the press conference on
August 28, where three questions were raised by the
news media involving a pardon, I instructed my counsel,
Mr. Buchen, to check in an authoritative way what
pardon power a President had. And he, several days later
I don't recall precisely -- came back and briefed me on
my pardon power as President of the United States.
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CONGRESSMAN DENNIS: Mr. President, the
exercise of Executive Clemency is, of course, a wellrecognized part of the legal system in this country,
exercised by you and all your predecessors, is that not
the fact?
THE PRESIDENT:

That is correct, sir.

CONGRESSMAN DENNIS: And you have given this
committee, as I understand your testimony this morning,
your complete statement as to your reasons for exercising
that power in this particular case?
THE PRESIDENT:

I have, sir.

CONGRESSMAN DENNIS: And in answer to my
friend, Mr. Edwards, you have stated the fact that you
felt that for an ex-President of the United States to
resign under these circumstances was sufficient, strong
punishment, and that that should answer the problems
of those who have raised the question of equal justice
under the law?
THE PRESIDENT:

That is correct, sir.

CONGRESSMAN DENNIS: And that you would
consider other possible pardons' on the facts of those
particular cases if and when they were presented to you?
THE PRESIDENT:

That is correct.

CONGRESSMAN DENNIS: And that there was no
condition attached to this pardon and no sort of
agreement made in respect thereto before it was granted?
THE PRESIDENT:

None whatsoever, sir.

CONGRESSMAN DENNIS: Thank you, Mr. President.
I have no further questons, Mr. Chairman.
CONGRESSMAN HUNGATE:
South Carolina, Mr. Mann.
CONGRESSMAN MANN:

The gentleman from

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. President, Mr. Kastenmeier asked you
about the termination of the investigation by the
Special Prosecutor's Office. Was it your intention,
by the pardon, to terminate the investigation by the
Special Prosecutor's Office in the ten areas that you
received the report from that office upon?
MORE
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THE PRESIDENT: I think the net results of
the pardon was,in effect,just that; yes, sir.
COnGRESSMAN MANN: And is that part of the
reason that you didn't consult with Mr. Jaworski with
reference to the tape agreements as to how that might
affect his further investigations?
THE PRESIDENT: Well, as I pointed out, the
tape agreement was initiated between my legal counsel
and Mr. Nixon sometime before the question of a
pardon ever arose.
The reason for that, Mr. Mann, is that I
came into office and almost immediately there were demands
and requests, not only from the Special Prosecutor, as I
recall, but from other sources as to those tapes and
other documents. And one of the first things I did when these
problems came to my desk was to ask the Attorney General
for his opinion as to the ownership of those tapes, or
any other documents.
And once we got that information, then we felt
that there ought to be some discussion as to where the
tapes and other documents would be held and under what
circumstances.
CONGRESSMAN MANN: Of course the mandate of the
Special Prosecutor's Office was not directed solely at
President Nixon.
But is it not so that the pardon in effect
terminated that investigation insofar as other parties,
other possible defendants, in getting to the true facts
of the matters that have disturbed our national political
life during these past two years?
THE PRESIDENT: I do not believe that the action
I took in pardoning President Nixon had any impact on
any other mandate tha~ that Special Prosecutor's Office
had.
CONGRESSMAN MANN: What response would you
have if the Special Prosecutor's Office now requested
access to certain of the tapes now in the custody of
the Government?
THE PRESIDENT: The material that is still held
by the Government, in my understanding of the Supreme
Cour decision, permits the Special Prosecutor to obtain
any of that material for its responsibilities and I,
of course, not in a personal way, would make certain
that that information was made available to the Special
Prosecutor's Office.
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CONGRESSMAN MANN: According to press reports,
Mr. Clements Stone visited Mr. Nixon on September 2
and thereafter met with you in Washington. Are you
at liberty to tell us the gist of the communication
involving President Nixon from Mr. Stone to you?
THE PRESIDENT: Mr. Stone came to see me about
that he has used very successfully in his
business, a program which he is very proud of and he was
urging me to institute it in the various bureaus and
departments of the Federal Government.
a~ogram

There was no other message conveyed by him
from Mr. Nixon to me.
CONGRESSMAN MANN: Did you ever discuss the
pardon with former President Nixon after his resignation
and prior to the granting of the pardon?
THE PRESIDENT:

Will you repeat

that again?

CONGRESSMAN MANN: Did you have any personal
conversation with former President Nixon concerning the
pardon,between his resignation and September 8?
THE PRESIDENT:

Absolutely not.

CONGRESSMAN MANN: Now, in response to Mr.
Edwards' question about equal justice under the law,
I know that you make a distinction that here we~e
talking about the office of President of the United
States.
But let's assume that we are talking about the
President of a bank, or Governor of the State, or Chief
Justice of the United States Supreme Court, and in our
minds those are very high political offices.
Do you think any of those persons who are
allegedly criminally culpable through resignation should
be entitled to any treatment different from any other
citizen?
THE PRESIDENT: Mr. Mann, I don't think I should
answer a hypothetical question of that kind. I was
dealing with reality and I have given, in my best judgment,
the reasons for the action that I took. And to pass
judgment on any other person or individual holding any
other office in public or private, I think it would
be inappropriate for me.
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CONGRESSMAN DENNIS: You have heard the maxim,
The law is no respecter of a person." Do you agree
with that?
THE PRESIDENT:

Certainly it should be.

CONGRESSMAN DENNIS:

Thank you, Mr. President.

CONGRESSMAN HUNGATE:

The gentleman from Iowa,

Mr. Mayne.
CONGRESSMAN MAYNE:

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. President, I believe that the Chairman, and
others in their questions, have established very clearly
that your appearance here today is an entirely voluntary
one on your part, that it was your idea, that you had not
been requested by the committee to come in person, that
we had indicated that it would be entirely satisfactory
as far as we were concerned if some assistant appeared
instead.
THE PRESIDENT:

That is correct, sir.

CONGRESSMAN MAYME: I do not think, however,
that it has yet been made clear in the record, and I
think this should be, that it is also true that you were
willing to come and to tell this full story, as you have
done, before the committee and on television before the
American people, much earlier than today. Is that not
true?
THE PRESIDENT: Yes. I think the original
schedule was set for about a week ago. I have forgotten
the exact date.
CONGRESSMAN MAYNE: My recollection, and you
can correct me if I am wrong, is that as early as
September 30th, you offered and volunteered to appear
before the subcommittee at our next regular meeting,
which would have been on October 1st, but it was indicated
to you that that would be too early for the committee
to be able to accommodate such an appea~ance.
THE PRESIDENT: I don't recall that detail, but
when I indicated that I would voluntarily appear, a member
of my staff met with, I think, Chairman Hungate and between
them they tried to work out what was an acceptable, agreeable time as to when I should appear.
CONGRESSMAN MAYNE: There was, of course, the
concern which developed in the subcommittee as to whether
there would be any possible jeopardy to the impaneling
of the jury in the Watergate cases, but I think this timetable should be established and I would ask the Chairman
if that is not his reco~lection, that originally, the
President did say that he would be glad to appear on
October 1st.
t'fORE
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CONGRESSMAN HUNGATE: Not being under oath, the
Chair is glad to reply. The gentleman's recollection
is the same as mine.
CONGRESSMAN MAYNE: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I
just think the point should be made there has been no
stalling at all or delay on the part of the President in
making this appearance, but that he was not only willing
to make the statement, but to do it much earlier.
CONGRESSMAN EDWARDS: If the gentleman would
yield, that is precisely the fact and it was consideration
on behalf of many of us concerning the proper effect on
any trials that held us to this day.
CONGRESSMAN MAYNE: I think there was one part
of Mr. Kastenmeier's questioning of you that was left
unanswered and I am going to try to go into that again.
Did you, by granting this pardon, have any
intention of stopping the investigations of any other
defendants or potential defendants?
THE PRESIDENT:

None whatsoever.

CONGRESSMAN MAYNE: Mr. President, ever since
I first heard of the Watergate break-in, I have felt
that this was a matter which should be fully investigated and prosecuted, and that anyone found to be
criminally involved should be punished as provided by the
law, and I have repeatedly stated I thought our American
system of justice, as administered in the courts, was
fully capable of handling the situation if permitted
to proceed without interference.
I have been apprehensive that the activities of
some of the legislative committees and the large amount
of publicity attendingupon those activities might make
it impossible for our court system to function as it
should and I have also been fearful that the Executive
Branch would intervene to limit or handicap the normal
functioning of the courts.
Mr. Chairman, and Mr. President, I must say to
you I am deeply concerned that both the. legislative and
Executive Branches have indeed interfered with our courts
making it extremely difficult for the traditional American
system of justice to proceed in the regular manner in
this case and I was very disturbed by the granting of this
pardon, particularly at such an early stage, even though,
certainly, there is no question that under the law, you
had the right to act as you did.
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Now, I realize that hindsight is always better than
foresight, but I am wondering if after all that has happened
and with further opportunity for reflection, if you do not
now feel that you perhaps acted too hastily in this case.
THE PRESIDENT: Mr. Mayne, I have thought
about that a great deal because there has been criticism
of the timing. But as I reviewed my though~prior to the
granting of the pardon, I had to look at this factually -if I granted the pardon when I did, it would, as quickly
as possible, achieve the results that I wanted, which was
to permit our Government, both1he Congress and the President,
to proceed to the solution of the problems.
Now, some people say in their criticism -- and
I understand it and I am not critical of the points they
raise -- I should have waited until Mr. Nixon was indicted,
inferring that I should have then pardoned him, if I was
going to do so. Well, other people say that I should
have waited until he was convicted, if he was convicted,
and at that time, I should have pardoned him.
Others have indicated that I should have waited
for a conviction and a jail sentence, if that were the
result. Now, all of that process, whether it is the
indictment, the possible conviction, a conviction plus
a jail sentence, would have taken, as I have tried to
explain, at least a year and probably much longer.
And during that whole period of time, Mr.
Mayne, all of the things that I wanted to avoid, namely
the opportunity for our Government, the President and the
Congress, and others, to get to the problems we have,
would have been, I think, deeply upset and roadblocked.
So, I am convinced, after reflection, as I
was previously, that the timing of the pardon was done
at the right time.
CONGRESSMAN MAYNE:

Thank you, Mr. President.

CONGRESSMAN HUNGATE:
New York, Miss Holtzman.

The Representative from

CONGRESSWOMAN HOLTZMAN: Thank you, Mr. Chairman,
and Mr. Ford, I too, wish to applaud your historical
appearance here today. At the same time, however, I
wish to express my dismay that the format of this hearing
will not be able to provide to the American public the
full truth and all the facts respecting your assurance
of a pardon to Richard Nixon.
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Unfortunately, each Member of this committee
will have only five minutes in which to ask questions
about this most serious matter and unfortunately,
despite my urging,the committee declined to provide such
time for each committee Member to ask the questions that
were appropriate.
The committee declined to prepare fully for
your coming by calling other witnesses, such as Alexander
Haig, Mr. Buchen, Mr. Becker, and has failed to insist
also on full production of documents by you respecting
the issuance of this pardon.
I must confess my own lack of easiness at
participating in a proceeding that has raised such high
expectations and unfortunately, will not be able to
respond to them.
I would like to point out, Mr. President, that
the resolutions of inquiry whicr have prompted your
appearance here today have resulted from very dangerous
suspicions that have been created in the public's mind.
Perhaps these suspicions are totally unfounded
and I sincerely hope that they are. But nonetheless, we
must all confront the reality of these suspicions and
the suspicions that were created by the circumstances
of the pardon which you issued, the secrecy with which
it was issued, and the reasons for which it was issued
which made people question whether or not, in fact,
it was a deal.
THE PRESIDENT: May I comment there? I want
to assure you, the Members of the subcommittee, the
Members of the Congress, and the American people, there
was no deal, period, under no circumstances.
CONGRESSWOMAN HOLTZMAN: Mr. President, I
appreciate that statement and I am sure many of the American
people do, as well. But they also are asking questions
about the pardon, and I would like to specify a few of
them for you so that perhaps we can have some of these
answered.
I think, from the mail I have received from
all over·the country, as well as my own district, I know
that the people want to understand how you can explain
having pardoned Richard Nixon without specifying any
of the crimes for which he was pardoned. And how can
you explain pardoning Richard Nixon without obtaining
any acknowledgement of guilt from him? How do you
explain your failure to consult the Attorney General
of the United States with respect to the issuance of the
pardon, even though in your confirmation hearings you
indicated the Attorney General's opinion would be critical
in any decision to pardon the former President?
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How can this extraordinary haste in which the
pardon was decided on and the secrecy with which it was
carried out be explained, and how can you explain the
pardon of Richard Nixon, accompanied by an agreement
with respect to the tapes which, in essence, in the public's
mind, hampered the Special Prosecutor's access to these
materials and this was done, also, in the public's mind
in disregard of the public's right to know the full story
about Richard Nixon's misconduct in office.
And, in addition, the public, I think, wants
an explanation of how Benton Becker was used to represent
the interest of the United States in negotiating
a tapes agreement when at that very time, he was under
investigation by the United States for possible criminal
charges?
And how, also, can you explain not having consulted Leon Jaworski, the Special Prosecutor, before approving of the tapes agreement? And I think, Mr. President,
that these are only a few of the questions that have
existed in the public's mind before and unfortunately
still remain not resolved. And as I have a very brief
time, I would like to ask you, in addition to these
questions, one further one, and that is that suspicions
have been raised that the reason for the pardon and the
simultaneous tapes agreement was to insure that the
tape recordings between yourself and Richard Nixon
never came out in public.
To alleviate this susp~c~on once and for all,
would you be willing to turn over to this subcommittee
all tape recordings of conversations between yourself
and Richard Nixon?
THE PRESIDENT: Those tapes, under an opinion
of the Attorney General which I sought, according to
the Attorney General -- and I might add according to past
precedent -- belong to President Nixon. Those tapes
are in our control. They are under an agreement which
protects them, totally, fully, for the Special Prosecutor's
office or for any other criminal proceedings.
Those tapes will not be delivered to anybody
until a satisfactory agreement is reached with the
Special Prosecutor's office. We have held them because
his office did request that, and as long as we have them
held in our possession for the Special Prosecutor's
benefit, I see no way whatsoever that they can be
destroyed, that they can be kept from proper utilization
in criminal proceedings.
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Now, those tapes belong to Mr. Nixon according
to the Attorney General, but they are being held for
the benefit of the Special Prosecutor and I think that
is the proper place for them to be kept.
CONGRESSMAN HUNGATE:

The gentleman from Maryland,

Mr. Hogan.
CONGRESSMAN HOGAN:·. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I am frankly amazed at my good friend, the gentlelady
from New York, and her accusatory opening speech, because
certainly, the gentlelady knows it is the usual and
ordinary and routine procedure of this subcommittee and
this committee, to operate under the 5-minute rule.
There is nothing extraordinary about us today
allocating five minutes of time for questioning to each
Member of the committee. We always operate this way.
Her observation about not doing any preparatory
work by calling other witnesses was rejected as far as I
recall by all other Members of the subcommittee on the
basis that this resolution of inquiry is directed to
the President of the United States and properly so.
So, it would be totally inappropriate for the
resolution of inquiry to address itself to individuals
other than the subject of that resolution of inquiry.
Mr. President, I would like to join, too, in
commending you for your statement and your openness and
candor in coming in this very historic event.
Frankly, I am concerned about some of the
questioning by my colleagues, asking questions, if all
men are not equal under the law, because certainly,
being the outstanding lawyers that they are, they know
that the pardoning power, itself, is inherently inequitable,
but for a larger purpose, it grants to the Chief Executive
of the Federal Government or the State, in the case of
State crimes, to pardon individuals who may or have been
indicted or convicted of crimes.
So, we should not expect this to apply as if
there were a tr.ial of these criminal offenses. And
furthermore, we also know that in our system of criminal
justice, even the prosecutors, themselves, exercise
prosecutive discretion. There is no question whatsoever that the Constitution gives to the President of
the United States broad and absolute power to pardon
individuals of criminal offenses.
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We also know, from the debates of the framers
of the Constitution,that they specifically rejected,
including in the Constitution the words "after
conviction."
They also, in the debate at that time, indicated
situations where it might be necessary or desirable
to grant a pardon even before indictment, as was the
case in this instance.
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CONGRESSMAN HOGAN: Mr. President, I know that
you followed very carefully the deliberations of this
committee during the impeachment inquiry, and I know
you are also aware that this committee unanimously
concluded that the President was guilty of an impeachable offense growing out of obstruction of justice.
So, in a sense, couldn't we not say that this
was at least the basis for a possible criminal charge
which was already spread on the record with ample
evidence to justify it? So, those who say you should
have waited until there were formalized charges really
are overlooking the fact that there was a very formalized
charge and indictment, if you will, by this committee.
THE PRESIDENT: Well, the unanimous vote of
the House Committee on the Judiciary, all 35 Members,
certainly is very, very substantial evidence that the
former President was guilty of an impeachable
offense.
There is no doubt in my mind that that
recommendation of this full committee would have carried
in the House, which would have been even more formal
as an indication of criminal activity, or certainly
to be more specific, an impeachable offense. And, of
course, the prospects in the Senate with such a formidable vote in the committee and in the House would have
been even more persuasive.
CONGRESSMAN HOGAN: Mr. President, referring
to the memorandum from Mr. Ruth to Mr. Jaworski
enumerating the ten possible criminal offenses, it is
true that this committee addressed itself, if I am
not mistaken, to every single one of these charges
and assessed evidence as to each one of them and we
found them wanting, that they were not sufficient
justification for an impeachable offense.
The last paragraph of that memorandum says,
and I quote, "None of these matters at the moment rises
to the level of our ability to prove even a probable
criminal violation by Mr. Nixon."
Now, this memorandum does not include the
obstruction of justice which I addressed myself to
earlier, so I think we can logically assume that there
would not have been any indictments resulting from Mr.
Jaworski's activities other than in the area of
obstruction of justice and with further corroboration
of that point, I alluded to a story in the Wall Street
Journal yesterday where Mr. Jaworski -- who, incidentally,
not only agrees with your pardon but also the legality
and the niceties of it -- and he says very specifically
that there was going to be no additional disclosures
resulting from his activities that the public was not
already aware of relating to Mr. Nixon.
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So, those who are saying we should wait
until there is a formal charge I think are missing the
point that there already has been a formal charge
approved by tnis committee.
Mr. President, don't you feel that the very
acceptance of the pardon by the former President is
tantamount to an admission of guilt on his part,
THE PRESIDENT:

I do, sir.

CONGRESSMAN HOGAN: So, those who say again that
they would have preferred that the President admit
his culpability before a pardon being issued again
are overlooking that fact?
THE PRESIDENT: The acceptance of a pardon,
according to the legal authorities -- and we have
checked them out very carefully -- does indicate that
by the acceptance, the person who has accepted it does
in effect admit guilt.
CONGRESSMAN HOGAN: Thank you, Mr. President,
and again I would like to express my personal appreciation
for your candor and your opennes and your cooperation
with the co-equal branch.
THE PRESIDENT:
CONGRESSMAN
can see, the peculiar
lies in the fact that
so much knowledge to
takes so little away.

Thank you very much.

HUNGATE: Mr. President, as you
strength of this subcommittee
the subcommittee Members bring
it and the subcommittee chairman

And I noticed in your page ten of your statement that when you were first hit with the possibility
of this responsibility, you indicated you wanted to
talk to your wife before making a decision.
Mr. President, did you do that?
THE PRESIDENT: I certainly did, Mr. Chairman,
because the probability or possibility of my becoming
President obviously would have had a significant impact
on her life as well as our lives.
CONGRESSMAN HUNGATE: That destroys my
theory that, if you had talked to her, you would have
waited until indictment or Christmas Eve, one or the
other.
Let me ask if any attempt was made by you
or your representative to contact the Federal pardon
attorneys for his opinion as to customary procedures
followed in issuing a pardon?
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THE PRESIDENT:

I did not, sir.

CONGRESSMAN HUNGATE: Mr. President, I go to
page 20 of the statement, and I am addressing myself
to the health question. In the first responses
provided, the press releases, in one of these, page 3,
it refers to September 16 now as the date of this
press conference after the pardon decision in which
you were quoted, "I asked Dr. Lukash, who is head
physician in the White House, to keep me posted in
proper channels as to the former President's health.
I have been informed on a routine day-to-day basis,
but I don't think I am at liberty to give information."
My question is, Mr. President, had he reported
prior to the pardon date or only after?
THE PRESIDENT: Dr. Lukash gave me no information concerning President Nixon's health prior to the
time that I issued the pardon. He did, at my request,
when I heard rumors about the former President's health,
keep me posted in proper channels, but that all occurred
after the pardon took place.
CONGRESSMAN HUNGATE: The gentleman from
Indiana is seeking recognition.
CONGRESSMAN DENNIS:

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

I would just like to request that we make a
part of the record the text ofthe opinion of the United
States Supreme Court in Ex Parte Garland 4 Wall. 333
and also the opinion of the United States Supreme Court
in Burdick against the United States, 236 U.S. 79,
which deals w1th the point that a pardon must be
accepted.
CONGRESSMAN HUNGATE: Without objection, it
will be made part of the record.
CONGRESSMAN DENNIS: Mr. Chairman, I would
also like to make a part of the record, if I may, the
article referred to by my colleague Mr. Hogan, which
appeared in the Wall Street Journal of October 16,
1974, and is headed "The Pardon of Nixon Was Timely,
Legal, Jaworski Believes."
CONGRESSMAN HUNGATE:
is so ordered, and now briefly

Without objection, it

THE PRESIDENT: Mr. Chairman, may I add
something I said just to make it correct?
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CONGRESSMAN HUNGATE:

Yes, sir.

THE PRESIDENT: Somebody askedabout when I
last saw the President. I said that I had seen him
on the 9th. I did as he departed, but I had also seen
the President the morning of the 8th at the time I was
asked to come and see him, and at that time we spent an
hour and 20 minutes together, or thereabouts, when he
told me that he was going to resign.
So, I saw him both the 8th and the 9th,
just to make the record accurate.
CONGRESSMAN HUNGATE: All of us are aware of
our time constraints. I yield to the gentleman from
Wisconsin for a question.
CONGRESSMAN KASTENMEIER:

Thank you, Mr.

Chairman.
I would like for the record to indicate that
the statement of the gentleman from Maryland, Mr. Hogan,
the effect that the proposal that this subcommittee
tried to contact certain staff members, such as General
Haig and others, was supported by me.
I
have in the
preliminary
some of the

think it would have been excellent. We
past done very well in terms of staff work
to hearings that might have helped put
questions Mrs. Holtzman had to rest.

Mr. President, you indicated that as far as
Mr. Haig was concerned, that he had suggested certain
options to you, but did not in fact make a recommendation
to you with respect to the pardon, is that correct?
THE PRESIDENT: That is correct. I answered
that, I think, as fully as I could in my prepared statement. He discussed the options. He made no recommendation.
CONGRESSMAN KASTENMEIER: Which other persons
to you personally made recommendations that the former
President be pardoned from that time in early August
to the.day of September 6 when you made your decision?
THE PRESIDENT: No other person, to my
knowledge, made any recommendation to me from that time
until the time that I made a decision about September 6;
nobody made any recommendation to me for the pardon of
the former President.
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CONGRESSMAN KASTENMEIER: With respect to
discussions between General Haig and Mr. Nixon, or
other matters in question, too, you indicated you had
no personal knowledge, both in writing and I think
in your statement today.
I take it you would have no objection if the
subcommittee sought to question Mr. Haig or others on
the subject before us this morning to supplement this
hearing and this inquiry?
THE PRESIDENT: I don't think that is
within my prerogative. I have come here to testify as
to the specific facts, as I know them, but what the
subcommittee does is a judgment for the subcommittee
and not me.
CONGRESSMAN KASTENMEIER: The chair has advised
that the House is in recess waiting for the conclusion
of this hearing before reconvening, so if I might, I
will yield to Mr. Hogan for a question at this point,
and then to Miss Holtzman for a question, and we will
then conclude.
Mr. Hogan.
CONGRESSMAN HOGAN:

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. President, on page 20 of your statement
you talk about the health issue and that you had not gotten
any official reports from physicians that were controling
in your decision. You state that observations were
reported to you from others.
Now, there have been press reports that Dr.
Kissinger is alleged to have said to you that he feared
that former President Nixon would commit suicide. That
appeared in several news accounts.
Is there any truth to that?
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THE PRESIDENT: There is no truth to it
whatsoever as far as I know.
CONGRESSMAN HOGAN: It appeared in the New
York Times, the Washington Post, on two occasions, and is
alluded to in a research paper prepared for the subcommittee.
THE PRESIDENT: There was no discussion between
Dr. Kissinger and mys~lf that included any such comment.
CONGRESSMAN HOGAN: I think if I might add
a gratuitous comment, Mr. Chairman, that much of the
controversy has been generated by the press, by just such
eroneous statements that have been given wide circulation.
Thank you, Mr. President.
CONGRESSMAN HUNGATE: I will ask for
one concise question because we want to respect the
time.
CONGRESSMAN EDWARDS: What were the precise
instructions given to Benton Becker by you when he
went to San Clemente to negotiate Mr. Nixon's acceptance
of the pardon?
THE PRESIDENT: The precise instructions
given to Mr. Becker were actually given by my counsel,
Mr. Buchen. In general I knew what they were. They
were instructions to negotiate the protection of those
documents, including the tapes, for the benefit of
the Special Prosecutor in whatever use he felt was
essential, and at the same time to keep them inviolate
during a period of time which we felt was a proper one.
CONGRESSMAN EDWARDS: But not to offer the
pardon unless that agreement had been negotiated?
THE PRESIDENT: Mr. Edwards, those negotiations
as to the custody or ownership of the documents, including
tapes, were undertaken prior to August 27, because we
were more or less beseiged --we, I say "we", the White
House -- as to what to do with those documents, including
tapes.
That negotiation had no relevance whatsoever
to the decision on my part to pardon the President.
CONGRESSMAN HUNGATE: The Chair would remind
all of the constraints of time, and call on Miss Holtzman
for one final question. Congresswoman Holtzman.
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CONGRESSWOMAN HOLTZMAN:

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Ford, you stated that the theory under which
you pardoned Mr. Nixon was that he had suffered enough,
and I am interested in that theory because the logical
consequence of that is that somebody who resigns in
the face of virtually certain impeachment or somebody
who is impeached should not be punished because the
impeachment or the resignation in the face of impeachment
is punishment enough.
I wonder whether anybody brought to your
attention the fact that the Constitution specifically
states that even though somebody is impeached, that
person shall nonetheless be liable to punishment
according to law.
THE PRESIDENT: Mrs. Holtzman, I was fully
cognizant of the fact that the President on resignation
was accountable for any criminal charges. But I would
like to say that the reason I gave the pardon was not
as to Mr. Nixo~ himself. I repeat, and I repeat with
emphasis, the purpose of the pardon was to try and get
the United States, the Congress, the President, and the
American people focusing on the se~ious problems we
have both at home and abroad, and I was absolutely
convinced,then, as I am now, that if we had this series
an indictment, a trial, a conviction, and anything else
that transpired after that -- that the attention of the
President, the Congress and the Ame~ican people would
have been diverted from the problems that we have to
solve.
That was the principal reason for my granting
of the pardon.
CONGRESSMAN HUNGATE:

Mr. Smith.

CONGRESSMAN SMITH: Just before we adjournthis
hearing, I again would like to commend the President and
thank him for coming.
I think, Mr. President, that you have probably
opened a new era between the Executive and the Legislative
departments and I am very happy for it •
. THE PRESIDENT: Mr. Chairman, I want to express
to you and to the other members of the committee or
subcommittee my appreciation for the fine manner, and I
think the fair way in which this meeting was held this
morning.
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felt that it was absolutely essential because
I am the only one who could explain the background and
the decision-making process. And I hope, as I said in my
opening statement, Mr. Chairman, that I have at least
cleared the air so that most Americans will understand
what was done and why it was done.
I

And again I trust that all of us can get
back to the job of trying to solve our problems, both at
home and abroad.
I thank you very, very much.

CONGRESSMAN HUNGATE: On behalf of the subcommittee, we express our appreciation to you for your
appearance her.etoday, and we recognize the responsibility
we all have to complete this work and get on with the
business.
The transcipts will be furnished as quickly as
possible to members of the subcommittee.
The subcommittee will adjourn subject to call
of the Chair.
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